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Abstract

Micro- and nanotechnology is a key issue in today's and tomorrow's develop¬
ment of advanced products. New tools are - and will be - needed to automati¬

cally handle and assemble micro-sized structures with sub-micrometer precision,
or to give human beings the capability of operating in these tiny dimensions.

This work focuses on the mechanics of micromanipulation. After some basic

considerations, the specifications for a high precision robot structure are defined.

Among them, one of the most challenging problems is to position a robot

extremely accurately (10 nm) within a large workspace (1 cm3), i.e., with a spa¬

tial dynamics of 10
.
The only way to achieve this accuracy is to use direct mea¬

surement of the relation between the target object and the microtool used to treat

this object. For me mechanical setup, this strategy reduces the problem of accu¬

racy to a problem of resolution. Special attention has to be paid to friction, more

precisely, to the stick-slip phenomenon, as it is the main limiting factor for the

positioning resolution.

Stepping actuation principles are able to cover the above dynamic range, since

they combine both a high resolution and a theoretically infinite workspace.
Driven by piezoelectric actuators, these mechanisms are very simple in design
and easy to control. Therefore, they are well suited for micropositioning tasks.

Two kinds of stepping principles are investigated: The crawling principle and the

inertial principle. Mathematical models are developed which explain the mecha¬

nisms behavior. Experiments are performed to verify these models.
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In a second part, we discuss in detail the combination of single actuators to

multi-degree-of-freedom mechanisms. The aim is to provide high resolution

motion within a large 3D working range. To avoid compliant, friction-limited

designs, we propose parallel manipulators with flexible joints and links. Two dif¬

ferent structures with three degrees of freedom each will be investigated: A pla¬
nar inertial drive for motions on a horizontal tread and an Inchworm driven

spatial structure to attain the complementary tfiree degrees of freedom.

In contrast to macro-robotics, the main restrictions to the kinematic configuration
of micromanipulators originate from the sensor, i.e., the microscope used to

supervise and control handling and assembly processes. Our approach is a multi-

arm robot able to operate in the limited space under the microscope.

All these developments were implemented and tested within the ETHZ-Nanoro-

bot System. Moreover, benchmark tests proved the feasibility. With simple

microassembly tasks performed with teleoperation we demonstrated the ability
for micromanipulation and future applications. The accuracy of the closed-loop

system is evidenced by high precision motions guided by a feedback controller

based on computer vision.
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Kurzfassung

In der aktuellen und der zukiinftigen Entwicklung von Spitzentechnologie spielt
die Nano-Technik eine immer bedeutendere Rolle. Hierfur werden geeignete

Werkzeuge benotigt, sei es zum Hantieren und Zusammenbauen von mikroskopi-
schen Baugruppen oder, um dem Bediener einen Einblick in die Nanowelt zu

geben und ihn zu befahigen, in diesen Grossenordnungen Operationen durchzu-

fiihren.

Diese Arbeit beschaftigt sich mit der Mechanik der Mikromanipulation. Nach

einigen grundlegenden Erlauterungen werden die Kriterien fur die Entwicklung
von hochgenauen Mechanismen behandelt. Zentrale Bedeutung kommt dabei

dem Problem der Dynamik zu. Konkret soil der Roboter in einem Arbeitsraum

von 1 cm Manipulationen mit einer Genauigkeit von 10 nm ausfiihren, was einer

raumlichen Dynamik von 10 entspricht. Die einzige Moglichkeit, eine solche

Prazision zu erreichen, ist, die Beziehung zwischen Werkstiick und Werkzeug
direkt zu messen. Diese Strategic fiihrt das Problem einer extremen Positionier-

genauigkeit iiber in die einfachere Frage einer hohen Auflosung. Spezielles

Augenmerk ist hierbei auf die Reibung, genauer gesagt, auf den Losreisseffekt,

zu legen, da dieser zu einem grossen Teil die Positionierauflosung eines Antrie-

bes bestimmt.

Eine elegante Metiiode, die oben genannte Dynamik zu erreichen, ist das soge-

nannte Schrittprinzip. Werden piezoelektrische Aktoren verwendet, so beste-

chen solche Schrittmotoren durch ihre Einfachheit, sowohl im Aufbau als auch in

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles vn



der Ansteuerung. Dies ist auch der Grund, warum sie fiir Aufgaben in der Mikro-

positionierung so geeignet erscheinen. In einem ersten Teil der Arbeit werden

zwei derartige Prinzipien untersucht: Der Kriech- und der Trdgheitsantrieb.
Zuerst werden mathematische Modelle, die auf starren Korpern und elastischen

Aktoren beruhen, hergeleitet und danach im Experiment auf ihre Tauglichkeit hin

iiberpriift.

Ein zweiter Teil behandelt die Kombination von Einzelaktoren zu Mechanismen

mit mehreren Freiheitsgraden. Das Ziel ist dabei, die hervorragenden Eigen-
schaften der Schrittantriebe in prazise raumliche Bewegungen umzusetzen. Um

die Limitierungen herkommlicher Roboter aufgrund von Reibung, Spiel und Ela-

stizitat zu umgehen, werden parallele Strukturen mit flexiblen Gelenken und

Armen verwendet. Dieser Ansatz wird anhand zweier Mechanismen mit jeweils
drei Freiheitsgraden demonstriert: Ein ebener Tragheitsantrieb und eine komple-
mentare raumliche Struktur, die mit Inchworms angetrieben wird.

Im Gegensatz zur Makrowelt spielt bei Mikromanipulationen die Geometrie des

Sensors, d.h. des Mikroskops, das zur Prozessiiberwachung benotigt wird, eine

zentrale Rolle. Wegen der beschrankten Platzverhaltnisse unter dem Objektiv
wurde in dieser Arbeit darum die Struktur eines mehrarmigen Roboters

gewahlt.

Zusammen mit den Resultaten anderer Gruppen fuhrten die untersuchten

Ansatze und Losungen schliesslich zum Bau des ETHZ-Nanoroboters. Als

Testaufgaben fiir die Telemanipulation dienten einfache Handling- und Fiigeope-
rationen. Desweiteren wird die Genauigkeit des Gesamtsystems mit Hilfe von

bildgeregelten Prazisionsbewegungen aufgezeigt. Es werden dabei Werte

erreicht, welche die physikalische Auflbsungsgrenze des benutzten Mikroskops
um mehr als eine Grossenordnung ubertrifft.
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A. Introduction

Miniaturization is an ongoing development in the last decades' engineering
activities. It has the advantage of reducing both the consumption of resources and

energy. Additionally, reduced component dimensions allow for integration of an

increasing number of functionalities in a given volume or weight. Excellent

examples are modern cameras containing a high level of "intelligence" and

mechanical features that help the user to take high quality pictures. Miniaturiza¬

tion has also opened completely new fields of application, e.g. within today's
tele-communication industry or the area of cell-biology.

1.1 Fabrication of Microparts

Originating from microelectronics, silicon technology1 has had a great impact on

miniaturization of mechanical structures. It renders possible to combine mechan¬

ical and electronic functions on the same part and is therefore ideally qualified
for micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [KOTA94]. The fabrication in a

batch process provides stable parameters and low production costs, which makes

them appropriate for mass production. This fact has already led to a wide accep¬

tance of MEMS in automobile and consumer equipment industry.

1. Currently in the VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) technology 0.35 urn structure

width is state of the art.

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles 1



Introduction

In recent years, further micro-machining technologies such as LIGA (Lithogra-
phie-Galvanik-Abformung) technology [BRUECK94] or FAB (Fast Atom Beam)

etching [Hatakeya95] have emerged with the major directive of miniaturization

and, at the same time, overcoming the restriction to only a limited palette of

materials. Nevertheless, classical cutting technology is not at its end. Using ultra

precision cutting technique 10 (im-diameter micro-shafts or screws could be

manufactured effectively [YAMAGATA95].

All the above technologies obtain individual parts by machining a bulk substrate,

i.e., by using a top-down-methodology. A different strategy, is to operate in the

atomic scale, employing a bottom-up approach. Using ensemble processes as in

synthetic chemistry, future nano structures could selectively be built up out of

single atoms and molecules [Drexler92], similar to cells and macromolecules

in biology.

In this work, we will strictiy pursue the engineering, i.e., the top-down, approach.

1.2 Assembly Processes

Microparts obtained with the previously mentioned technologies are highly
restricted in shape and material. Building real 3D components as well as combin¬

ing different materials and technologies requires a microassembly phase. A robot

is needed to perform 3D pick-and-place operations and to apply spatial forces

during the attachment process. Furthermore, compounds, as with single micro-

parts, have to be packaged, i.e., mounted on carriers, connected both electrically
and mechanically and protected with housings, in order to provide an appropriate
interaction with the environment. These operations require both long distant

transport phases of the order of several object diameters and ultra precise local

manipulations.

The basic grasping and transport problems are already solved in the "human

sized" world, while there is still a lack of tools for handling and assembly of

microparts. Due to the drastically reduced particle size, different effects play a

dominant role in the microworld. Most importantly, problems arising with adhe¬

sion forces during grasping and releasing have to be solved in order to render

microassembly possible [Fearjng95b].

In contrast to our macroscopic environment, the micro- and nano-scale is not

directly accessible to the human operator. To supply the user with information

2 Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles



Problem Statement

from the microworld monitoring devices such as light microscopes (LM) or scan¬

ning electron microscopes (SEM) must be used. Additional sensors are also ben¬

eficial to deliver local information such as contact forces or other process data.

Starting with the development of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) by

Binnig and Rohrer [Binnig82], various different probe microscopes have opened

completely new insights at the nanometer level, and in special cases, even

enabled the visualization and manipulation of single atoms [Crommie93]. Using
these scanning tips as sensors in a robot system could help to explore the nanow-

orld [GARDNER91].

Future micro-assembled compounds such as quantum devices or biological-
chemical structures have the potential for completely new applications in the

field of engineering, micro biology, medicine and many other disciplines dealing
with microscopic structures.

1.3 Problem Statement

In this section we elaborate the principal problems arising with micromanipula¬
tion based on general considerations, but also on the drawbacks of existing sys¬

tems. An overview on these systems and the corresponding problems is given in

section 2.

Definitions

To establish a background of notation and nomenclature, the following "preci¬

sion" related terms commonly used in robotics [Craig89] and precision engi¬

neering [SMITH92] are outlined briefly.

• Resolution is the smallest change in the parameter of interest, i.e., the posi¬

tion and orientation, that can be affected by a control signal.

• Repeatability is a measure of the scatter of accessed positions if an attempt

is made to repeat a given operation exactly. For quantification we use the

standard deviation gx of the goal positions. The repeatability may approach,

but can never be better than, the resolution.

• Accuracy is the deviation of the real, actually attained position from the

desired, calculated position.

• Neighborhood accuracy is the accuracy of relative motions within a limited

neighborhood Ax.

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles 3
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• Spatial Dynamics is the ratio between working range and resolution. Often,

if it is clear from the context, the short form 'dynamics' is used.

Positioning Systems

The goal of each positioning system is to place the manipulator's tool center

point (TCP) as accurate as possible at a desired position and orientation - both

together termed pose. Such a mechanism has to connect multiple actuators to a

structure with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF). The mechanism must cover

the demanded working range with an accuracy and resolution sufficient for the

desired task. In table 1.1 these constraints and the resulting spatial dynamics are

outlined for some biological and technical manipulators.

positioning system
number of

task DOFs

work, range resolution spatial dynamics

mm urn - dB

human arm 6 500 500 103 60

classical robot 4-6 1000 100 104 80

wire bonder 2+1 50 1 5-104 94

NC-tool machine 3-(5) 500 5 105 100

STM / AFM 3 0.1 lO"4 106 60 (120)

micropositioning 5-6 10 10"2 106 120

Tab. 1.1: Comparison ofpositioning systems

A technical applications with a large dynamic range is high quality NC machin¬

ing. Temperature control, high stiffness design, hydrostatic bearings, etc. are

needed to provide a high precision [Slocum92][Mikroturn95]. In general these

instruments are very large in size and highly complicated in design and support.

Conversely, in the atomic domain, piezo-driven probe microscopes perform Ang-

str0m-displacements in a working range of about 100 um. Nevertheless, while

scanning an object's surface an image resolution slightly above 10 (1024 x 1024

pixel). Many technical applications such as wire bonding machines ensure high

4 Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles
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accuracy in a few directions only, which is not sufficient for general purpose

micromanipulation.

Apparently, the dynamics required for micropositioning is some orders of magni¬

tude higher compared to most conventional applications. An overview on the

state of the art in micromanipulation and micropositioning is given in section 2.

Micropositioning

To control a manipulator, its pose has to be measured. Conventional robots or

machines normally use sensors located at the joint level. Assuming highly rigid

links, we can derive a geometric model to transform the sensor information into

the TCP's pose, expressed in a fixed (world) coordinate system 0 (fig. 1.1, a).

Expensive designs and extremely small fabricational tolerances have to be used

to obtain precise mechanism which correspond to the model. Nevertheless, this

technique is insufficient for accurate positioning in the sub-micrometer range.

TCP

workpiece

xtcp
= /(«)

global
V,.. sensor

Ax = JAq

Fig. 1.1: Strategies to measure the manipulator-workpiece relation: (a)

Joint angle measurement: The TCP position Xjqp is calculated

using the joint angles - or vice versa - with the robot's absolute

kinematics, (b) Direct (global) measurement: Relative displace¬

ments are calculated by utilizing the system's Jacobian J.

Various errors contribute to the absolute positional error. They can be divided

into two categories: systematic errors due to a inaccurate model parameters and

errors due to unmodeled or chaotic effects. An overview of typical error sources

and possible remedies to their minimization is given in table 1.2. A calibration

process is often proposed to compensate for systematic errors. However, when

working in the microscopic scale, it is difficult to derive a sufficiently precise

model and find the corresponding set of parameters [Ghazvini96]. More impor-

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles
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tantly, random errors, which cannot be eliminated by calibration, must no longer
be neglected at the microscopic scale. They can only be reduced by directly mea¬

suring Xjqp in relation to x0bj, i.e., the relative pose Ax between the TCP and the

workpiece with a global sensor. A joint step Aq is then calculated utilizing the

robot's Jacobian J (fig. 1.1, b). This can either be done in a tele-operative mode

by a human operator, who observes the scenery via a man-machine interface, or

automatically by a feedback control system.

phenomenon influencing parameters improvements by

systematic
fabric, tolerances,

misalignments
mechanical tolerances

calibration,

model identification

sensor errors,

miscalibration

linearity, offset,

quantization

calibration,

filtering

electronic's and

driver resolution

D/A converter

resolution
higher resolution

unmodeled
and

random

mech. deform, due

to unknown forces

stiffness, maximum

load force

stiff design,
elastic robot model

thermal drift
temperature, thermal

expansion coefficient

material selection,

temperature control

friction
materials, lubrication,

velocity

avoiding static friction,

compensation

mechanical play bearing tolerances
preloaded bearings,
monolithic structures

vibration, noise resonance frequency,
stiff structure, eliminat.

of noise sources

Tab. 1.2: Systematic and random errors, without claim ofcompleteness.

Although control based on a global sensor still leads to an insufficient accuracy

for large displacements - as with the indirect measurement (fig. 1.1, a) - the

neighborhood accuracy is improved significantly. Consequently, this setup allows
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for performing precise local motions, which is crucial for handling and assembly

operations in the microworld.

To conclude, the combination of both a micromanipulator and a global sensor,

i.e., a microscope to observe the scenery, is the key to micromanipulation. With

the direct sensing approach, the system's overall accuracy is determined by the

accuracy of the global sensor only. Thus, for the mechanism it is no longer neces¬

sary to deal with high accuracy. The only performance required from the manipu¬
lator consists in a 3D-resolution adequate for the specific manipulation task.

1.4 Objectives

Based on the aforementioned direct sensing approach, simple and powerful

manipulators have to be developed. These mechanisms must possess a high 3D-

resolution and should be cheap, relatively small and easy to deal with. Addition¬

ally, they have to satisfy the particular constraints given by the sensor system,

i.e., the microscope.

It is the aim of this thesis to explore the following issues connected to microposi¬

tioning and micromanipulation

• Actuation

Principles of actuation able to cover the large spatial dynamics required for

micropositioning have to be developed. Actually, we will employ stepping

principles, i.e., crawling and inertial motion, since they avoid the drawbacks

of conventional actuation (cf. section 2.1) and bearings (cf. section 2.2) for

micropositioning. A model of the crawling drive and a generalization of

Buchi's impact drive model [Buechi96] will show the principal relations.

Basic positioners relying on stepping principles will be designed. They are

intended to serve as experimental platforms to verify our models, but also to

work in a prototype microhandling system.

• 3D-Mechanisms

To render accurate positioning of micro-sized objects in space possible, sin¬

gle actuators have to be connected to a multi-DOF mechanism using ade¬

quate kinematic structures, bearings andjoints. Two designs, both with three

principal DOF, will be presented. Firstly, a planar micropositioning table

relying on the inertial principle is developed. The other one is a spatial flexi-

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles 7
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ble platform Both together will be able to position themselves in 6 DOFs rel

atively to each other

• Manipulator System
The above mechanisms are then integrated into the ETHZ nanorobot system

(cf section 2 4) We will derive design rules for micromanipulators and apply
them to our prototype As discussed above, the direct sensing approach is

chosen, to circumvent the accuracy problems arising with existing microma

nipulation system (cf section 2 3)

The relation of the aforementioned topics to other aspects of micromanipulation
is shown in fig 12

Actuation

Bearings / Joints

Connecting Structure

Kinematics /Dynamics -I

3D Mechanism

Microtools

Microscope / Vision 1

Robot Control

Human Interface I

Manipulator
System

Micropart Support

Material Flow 1

Environment [

Micio

manipulation

Fig. 1.2: Micro manipulation s hierarchy Each of the shaded levels

corresponds to one problem to be solved in this thesis

The present work is closely related to that of Buchi [BUECHI96] Buchi has inves¬

tigated the control of the rough-fine motion concept relying on stepping actua¬

tion, whereas this discourse mainly focuses on the mechanical design and layout
of the robot

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

Before the three main topics, 1 e actuation, multi DOF micropositioning mecha¬

nisms, and system integration, are elaborated in chapters 3 to 5, section 2 pre

sents a review of existing motion principles and micropositioning devices as well

as a discussion of their applicability to micromanipulation

Multi DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Pnnciples



Outline of the Thesis

In section 3, basic principles of stepping motion for high resolution positioning,
i.e., crawling and inertial motion, are investigated. They are studied in order to

deduce rules for an optimum performance in a whole system. Special emphasize
is given to the dynamic behavior, but also a model for the load capacity of such

mechanisms is derived.

Chapter 4 starts with an introduction to micro-kinematics before possible solu¬

tions for multi-DOF mechanisms are treated. Two different mechanisms are then

discussed. A comparison based on analytical models, computer simulations and

practical experiments is included.

After having elaborated basic mechanisms we present their integration into a

micromanipulation system in section 5. The robot's mechanical structure and die

setup of the microscope are discussed in order to understand the constraints on

the mechanisms. At the end of this chapter benchmark tests under the light

microscope are shown.

A summary, as well as suggestions for further topics of research in the field of

micro- and nanorobotics, are presented in section 6.

In the appendix, we present detailed models of friction and piezoelectric actua¬

tion. Additionally, a finite element simulation of a planar inertial mechanism

demonstrates the agreement of our analytical models with simulation and experi¬
ment.

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles 9
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Related Work

Research related to micropositioning can be separated into research on basic

principles and elements, i.e., actuation and bearings, and research on complete

micromanipulation systems.

2.1 Actuation

An overview on principles and physical effects suitable for microactuation is

given in [Fujita 89]. In order to provide feasible controllability of the manipula¬

tor, only electrically driven actuators, which are able to perform precise displace¬

ments, are addressed in this chapter. As fig. 2.1 shows, they can basically be

divided into two groups: Field force actuators utilize (magnetic and electric)
fields to exert forces on masses, which results in accelerations and/or deforma¬

tions. Conversely, solid state actuators achieve a macroscopic deformation with

molecular forces stimulated by different physical effects. In the following we

present typical micropositioning mechanisms using these actuation principles.

Magnetic Field

Auer has developed a six DOF direct drive platform able to control the position
within a range of 10mm/20mrad with an accuracy of 1 urn and lOuxad,

respectively [Auer95]. Three pairs of electromagnets levitate a rotor plate with

Multi-DOF Micropositioning Using Stepping Principles 11
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Related Work

Lorentz Force

Maxwell Force

Electrical

Reluctance

Electrostrictive

Piezoelectric

Chemical

Biological

Shape-Memory-
Alloy

Thermal

Fig. 2.1: Actuation principles

Maxwell (= reluctance) forces, whereas the horizontal propulsion is provided by
coils utilizing Lorentz forces. Trumper even increased the resolution of magneti¬
cally levitated platforms by inserting it into an oil-filled chamber [TRUMPER94].

Herein, the liquid bath helps both damp the system passively and compensate for

gravity. The main drawback of such systems is the need for a very fast controller

due to unstable poles and high natural frequencies. This problem becomes even

more serious if the actuator has to be miniaturized.

For technical [Mikroturn95] and laboratory applications [Newport95] feed
screws driven by electro motors often act as precise 1-DOF positioners. Ball

screws are used to minimize the friction and thus to improve the precision. With

large mechanical effort Mizumoto has achieved 0.2-nm-resolution by reducing
the screw's lead to about 100 (im using a twist-roller frictional drive

[Mizumoto95]. Such single-DOF positioners are normally arranged in a serial

chain to obtain a multi-DOF mechanism. The main drawbacks of these actuator

piles are the crosstalk between different DOFs due to the nonideal guideways, the

reverse play (back lash), and the systems' large volumes.

Electric Field

Electrostatic actuation is preferably utilized for small mechanisms, such as

microactuators produced with silicon machining techniques. Common to all

these devices is their low force/torque output. Used together with flexible bear¬

ings, they offer only an extremely limited stroke (e.g. cf. [FUKUDA91]). Con-
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versely, the main drawback of electrostatic micro-motors is their extremely short

lifetime due to unsolved contact problems at the sliding surfaces.

Molecular Force Actuators

Material deformation by molecular forces is widely used for high resolution posi¬

tioning. Thermal actuators [GREITMANN95][YAMAGATA94] as well as Shape-

Memory-Alloys [SHDMJI95] are well accepted because of their simplicity and their

compatibility with electromagnetic fields, e.g. for applications inside an electron

microscope. Since their response time scales with the structure's volume, these

actuators are better suited to microscopic dimensions than to conventional appli¬
cations. A principal problem is the dissipation of energy which causes undesir¬

able deformations in the environment.

Piezoelectric actuators have been used for micromanipulation for a long time

[Ellis62] and are well accepted for high resolution actuation. They use the dis¬

tortion of a crystalline grid under influence of an electric field. Fast excitations in

the direction of or perpendicular to the electric field are possible, even shear

deformations could be activated [BAUER94]. They are inherently stable and easy

to control with voltages and hold the position almost without any power con¬

sumption. Their major drawbacks, which have prevented their use for conven¬

tional applications, are the extremely limited working range1 and the need for

high-voltages.

Enlarging the Workspace

The major handicap of all molecular force (deformation) actuators is their limited

range. Efforts to overcome this restriction with mechanical displacement amplifi¬
cation [SCIRE78] result in complicated structures and compliant drive trains.

Another way to achieve longer strokes is a stepwise movement, as will be

explained in section 3. There are two main principles: Analogously to animals in

nature, a mechanism can perform a more or less static walking or crawling

sequence, as with the so called Inchworm motors [BURLEIGH95]. They use three

piezo elements - one for transport and two for clamping - to creep with nm-reso-

lution along a theoretically infinitely extended ceramic rod. Compared to electro¬

static or electromagnetic drives of the same size, rotational crawling motors

[Bexell95][Asakawa92][Thornley92], exhibit increased maximum torques at

1. E.g. standard piezoelectric materials (PZT) elongate about 0.1% of their length at

electrical fields of about 1000-2000 V/mm
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lower speeds. It is also possible to design crawlers with more than just one DOF

[ZESCH93].

Different from crawling, inertial drives rely on the inertia of mass and the nonlin-

earity of friction (cf. fig. A.l). This dynamic stepping principle is commonly
used for rough positioning of STM and AFM tips [BESOCKE86]. Several setups

of impact drives [HIGUCHI90] have been investigated in order to improve die

velocity [HIGUCHI93], reliability [BUECHI96] and load capacity [AGRAIT91]

[RENNER90], and the spatial stability [BAUMANN95]. Applications to drive a

robot arm [HIGUCHI92] or to serve as a 3-DOF micropositioner [ZESCH95] have

demonstrated their feasibility for high resolution, low force tasks.

Nevertheless, up till now stepping mechanisms are in the laboratory state. Their

introduction into a complex manipulation system consisting of several compo¬

nents, especially for spatial motions, has not been addressed yet. Also, to the

knowledge of the author, the multi-DOF behavior has not bee studied yet. It is

thus one of the main goals of this thesis to develop suitable models for stepping
drives and to integrate them into a micromanipulation system with 5-6 DOFs.

Ultrasonic - or travelling wave - motors make use of bending waves passing
along elastic structures [FERREIRA96]. These motors utilize the small transversal

motion of the structure's cross section to drive a rotor pressed onto the vibrating
element. Operation close to the resonant frequency render possible to work with

small driving voltages. This advantage is paid off by transient phases at the start

and the end of the movements, which are difficult to control precisely.

Conventional positioners - like feed screws or rack and pinion gears - are widely

accepted and available for industrial solutions. One could try to overcome their

resolution limit with a cascaded arrangement, i.e. a macro/micro manipulator

system [SHARON84]. Two actuators are mounted on top of each other in a redun¬

dant configuration. One is used for the large movements with a medium resolu¬

tion whereas the other one operates from a medium range down to the desired

final resolution. The control strategy has to deal with the redundancy, but, if care¬

fully implemented, the actuator cascade can be considered as one single motor.

Due to the increased number of actuators and sensors and thus the larger dimen¬

sion, this approach is not adequate for micropositioning tasks.

Discussion ofActuation

Because of the obvious advantages in simplicity and resolution we have selected

piezoelectric actuation to drive our nanorobot, as already mentioned in the objec-
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tives (cf. section 1.4). It offers an inherently stable open-loop characteristic

which reduces the control effort. This issue is very important as the control cycle
has a lower limit of some seconds caused by the intensive computation effort

needed to extract quantitative position data from the video image (cf. section

2.4). Additionally, piezoelectric actuators are compatible with the operation con¬

ditions inside an electron microscope.
To attain a working range large enough for manipulation in the micro- and

nanoworld, we have chosen stepping principles. Compared to other strategies

they require a smaller dynamic range of the controller and are therefore less trou¬

blesome for practical implementations. These aspects will be elaborated in sec¬

tion 3 and section 4.

2.2 Bearings

Practical positioning tasks require motion guidance to achieve the desired kine¬

matic performance. While a platform or a tool has to be moved in the requested

(longitudinal) direction in an almost unrestricted manner, all perpendicular

(transversal) displacements have to be prohibited as precisely as possible by an

appropriate bearing or suspension system. Due to its detrimental influence, static

friction must be minimized or avoided completely.

Most mechanical - linear and rotational - guides use lubricated sliding or rolling
contacts to serve as a 1-DOF bearing. For clean room or vacuum applications

polymer bearings are used because they work properly even without any lubri¬

cant. Instead of large static friction, they show a more or less visco-elastic behav¬

ior. As an example, Oiwa has investigated a ball center bearing for cylindrical

grinding showing a runout better than 10 nm [Oiwa93]. Generally, these bearings
introduce friction and play into the system, causing backlash. Play can be elimi¬

nated by mechanical or magnetical preloading. However, this is paid off by an

augmented friction. Furthermore, these systems are rather bulky.

As an alternative to conventional suspension, active levitation principles are com¬

pletely free of static friction. Air bearings utilize a gas flow to separate moving

parts from the stationary ones and serve both for precision applications and to

facilitate dislocations of heavy weights. There are two different types used for

micropositioning: Normally the bearing is pressurized by an external supply that

pumps air through an array of nozzles. The second type, the squeeze film bearing,
does not require any air supply: The two surfaces are separated by a gas layer
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caused by high frequency oscillations of the stationary plate [Pan67].

Magnetic levitation [SCHWEITZER94] is widely accepted for the suspension of

extremely fast rotating spindles and in medicine and high vacuum technology. It

is also possible to levitate microparts [Bleuler94]. Embedded in a feedback

control system, active suspension principles provide very precise and tunable

guidance of moving parts [AUER95].

Nevertheless, this benefit has to be paid off by the need for a high speed control¬

ler, which makes it inadequate for micro robotics (cf. section 2.1)

Flexible structures are excellently suited to guide short-stroke mechanisms. Vari¬

ous designs are reported ranging from single rotational hinges [YANG94] to com¬

plex structures with up to 4 DOF [RONG94]. As a special case, the smart

structure directly integrates actuators, and eventually sensors as well, into the

suspending elements [HAGOOD88]. The advantage of simplicity and the absence

of static friction is paid off by small travel and counteracting elastic forces.

Discussion ofBearings

Conventional bearings can only be used for rough positioning since they intro¬

duce undesired friction. Active suspension technologies are not adequate for

micromanipulations due to their expensive control. Despite their limited range,

we have thus selected flexible structures to build a robot with multiple DOFs. A

means to enlarge the working range is presented in section 4.1.2.

2.3 Micromanipulation Systems

In biology and micro-medicine, the handling of um-sized structures with

micrometer screw driven manipulators is widely distributed. For example, manu¬

ally operated stages with multiple degrees of freedom (DOF) carry glass pipettes
to grasp or pierce organic specimens [BROWN92]. Substances can be extracted or

injected and characteristic quantities can be measured [Sakmann95]. The opera¬

tor is able to achieve sub-micron accuracy by observing her/his actions through a

high numerical aperture microscope and by manually controlling the stages.

In an analogous way, manual operation was until now the only reliable method

for performing micromechanical assembly tasks. It needs special skill and time,

and is mostly restricted to physical experiments in laboratories. For any future

industrial application it will be necessary to automate this micromanipulation
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tasks. Additionally, it is not possible to achieve sub-micrometer accuracy with

manual operation. Dedicated robots equipped with suitable sensors are required
to achieve an accuracy sufficient for handling and assembly of microparts. Thus,

beginning in the late eighties and early nineties several projects aiming at auto¬

mated or teleoperated microhandling where launched by different groups.

The Hatamura Laboratory in Japan has developed an ultra precise manipulator to

enable a human operator to interact with the microworld [Morishita93]. The

system's capability was demonstrated by scratching the surface of a VLSI chip in

the cavity of a SEM. Hatamura also defined basic rules for micromanipulation
which have since become widely used in this field. As a next step, the group built

a "Nano Fabrication World", consisting of various handling, structuring and

observation instruments placed inside a vacuum chamber [Hatakeya95]

[Koyano95][Nakao95]. In collaboration with the former group, Sato focused on

particle handling [Sato93]. His group investigated a manipulator with concen¬

trated visual fields, i.e. with multiple microscopes all observing the same spot
from different locations with different observation principles. Using this robot,
which works under highly evacuated conditions, the operator is able to pick-and-
place particles of the size of a few micrometers by teleoperation [MIYAZAKI95].
The feedback to the operator is provided by the images captured from both a

SEM and a LM. The group is also active in force sensing and teleoperation to

allow for improved interaction with the nanoworld [SATO94].

The group of Hunter dynamically tests living cells (> 1 kHz) with a "tele-micro-

robot" achieving nanometer accuracy [HUNTER90]. This manipulator, dedicated

for this very task, is driven by six cascaded and independently controlled macro/

micro actuators consisting of feed screw drives and piezoelectric elements.

Johannson at the University of Uppsala in Sweden has developed the "Microman

//", a 4-DOF micromanipulator working in a SEM [JOHANNSON93]. The system
is dedicated to the fabrication and assembly of future microrobots with millime¬

ter or even lower dimensions. Due to their special design and tasks, diese two

systems are unsuited for general micromanipulation.

Inspired by the ETHZ-Nanorobotics project (cf. section 2.4), the "Institut de

Microtechnique" at the EPFL Lausanne in Switzerland started a microassembly

project. The robot [Breguet95] is controlled via a virtual reality interface based

on a descriptive model of the microworld [SULZMANN95].

In contrast to all these systems, which try to perform micromanipulation with

rather dexterous and complicated manipulators, Fearing proposes a different
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approach [FEARING95A]. A planar array of magnetic coils allows him to move

"milli-robots" to push the target object to the goal position. Moesner even moves

one step further. Metallic and non-metallic particles are directly moved with elec¬

trostatic fields produced by AC potentials applied to a grid of electrodes

[MOESNER95]. Both the direct and indirect movement of objects by field forces

generated by dedicated actuation arrays, are usually restricted to planar tasks.

Further, it is difficult to control the orientation of the objects and the stiffness of

the grasp is rather poor.

Discussion ofMicromanipulation Systems

Many of the above micromanipulation systems try to overcome the precision
related problems of conventional mechanisms with higher manufacturing accu¬

racy and/or with calibration procedures. A considerable number of actuators is

needed for large displacements, for fine motion, and for compensation and

adjustment. This results in long drive trains which bring forth high sensitivity to

temperature changes and low stiffness. The strategy soon reaches its limits, when

the size of the manipulators themselves have to be decreased or the fabricational

tolerances are no more sufficient. Significant improvements in accuracy and sim¬

plicity of the manipulator can be made if the robot and the object positions are

directly measured and controlled with sensor feedback. In this case, actuators and

mechanisms with a high resolution - but not necessarily a high accuracy - are

needed, as stated in section 1.3.

Our concept, specified in cf. section 1.4, is thus to build a general purpose micro-

robot, which may be inaccurate in the open-loop controlled mode. It has to pos¬

ses at least six DOFs used for both performing manipulation tasks and sensor

guided compensation of errors.

2.4 The ETHZ Nanorobotics Project

The "Nanorobotics Project" at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in

Zurich ETHZ [CODOUREY95], started in August 1993, aims at the design and

implementation of a general purpose robot with the following specifications:
• handling of parts in the size of some micrometers up to several 100 u,m

• one or several tools to handle the objects
•

accuracy better than 10 nm within a workspace of 1 cm3 in 5 or 6 DOFs

• suitable for vacuum or cleanroom conditions
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• small size to fit into the cavity of a SEM

In order to achieve these goals, new studies have been launched According to

table 2 1, five topics have been identified as subprojects

field of research laboratory of the ETHZ

nanorobot system

Electronic Engineering and Design

Laboratory

Institute of Robotics

microtools

Institute of Mechanicsmechanical properties of

microstructures

computer vision Image Science Lab

contact forces Institute of Solid State Physics

Tab. 2.1: Research topics and the corresponding laboratories involved in the

project Dark cells indicate the tesponsibihties discussed in this work

Fig 2 2 shows the setup of the nanorobot system Its main part is a redundant 3-

arm microrobot operating under a stereo light microscope (SLM) The first arm is

the object carrier Its planar DOFs (x, y, cpz), as well as the tilt motion (cpx) are

driven with the inertial drive principle (cf section 3 3) Objects lying on top of

this manipulator can be positioned along this DOFs with a resolution of better

than 10 nm and 1 prad, respectively Vertical translations (z) are performed with

a micrometer drive The second arm is equipped with a micro-fabricated tweezer

[GREITMANN95], which consists of a thermally actuated bimorph finger and a

piezoresistive force sensor finger The twee/er can be translated along the x- and

z axes and with a further inertial drive rotated in (py with a resolution better than

0 1 urad The third arm (y, z) carries a vacuum tool based on a glass pipette to

pick and place objects [Zesch97] All translations of the tool carriers are per

formed by DC motor-driven micrometer screws with a resolution of 1 p.m

The working space is observed by a stereo light microscope (SLM), in our case a

Zeiss Stemi 11, with a maximum numerical aperture of 0 136 The microscope is
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/ (tweezer, vacuum loop
working space: 1 cm3 gripper)

Fig. 2.2: 77ze ETHZ Nanorobot system.

equipped with two CCD-cameras for image capturing. The visual information

contained in the stereo imagery is used for automated or teleoperated control. In

the automated mode, a computer vision system, which uses visual tracking algo¬

rithms, provides the information necessary to locate tools and target objects

[DANUSER96A]. The information from the micro-world is sent to the control unit,

which moves the robot with an accuracy of about 250 nm [DANUSER96B]. In the

teleoperation mode, the human operator directly or indirectly defines the signals
for robot control through a dedicated user interface [RODRIGUEZ96] while

observing the scene. These two levels of control allow the operator to work either

teleoperative with more or less direct access to the manipulator or in a semi-

autonomous mode [Codourey96]. In the latter case only high level commands -

such as commitment of goal positions or graphical selection of target objects -

are specified and fed to the controller. The control task itself is executed with sen¬

sor feedback [Pappas96].

During gripping the target object is in mechanical contact with the tool. Adhesion

effects [VOEGELI97] restrict the minimum particle size which can be handled

reliably to about 50 pm and the resulting placing accuracy to some micrometers.

Nevertheless, the positioning accuracy of objects fixed to either a tool or the

object carrier, i.e., the closed loop accuracy of the manipulator proposed in this

thesis, amounts to about 50 nm.
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3 Stepping Principlesfor High

Precision Motion

Conventional actuation directly and continuously maps the input signal u(t) to

the actuator's output x(t) according to

*(0 = /(«(*)). (3.1)

With actuation principles such as magnetic or piezo-electric the working range

and the resolution in positioning are characterized by the driver's dynamic range.

Driving circuitries with a dynamics sufficient for micromanipulation are diffi¬

cult to design and thus expensive. Nevertheless, these actuation principles are

well suited for precise local positioning.
A common way to reduce the demanded dynamics to a smaller local ratio is to

divide up the working range into several steps. Such stepping principles which

are able to perform rough, but long distance motions by utilizing short-stroke

actuators will be discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Introduction to Stepping Principles

One way to find solutions to problems in engineering is to look at biological sys¬

tems: Animals - and humans - approach a goal position with an approximate and

1. The ETHZ NanoRobotics project aims at a positional accuracy of 10 nm in a work¬

space of 1 cm3, i.e. a dynamic range of 10 (120 dB).
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inaccurate walking or crawling movement (fig. 3.1, left). As soon as the goal lies

in the local range they switch to a continuous, but precise control of the extremi¬

ties (fig. 3.1, right). Using this method, animals are able to position themselves

very accurately in a territory much larger than their physical size.

a) b)

Fig. 3.1: The animal's two modes of "positioning": Large motions are

performed by (a) walking and (b) local movements by continu¬

ously controlling the extremities, from Garfield^ by Jim Davis.

Expressed in technical terms, legged creatures posses a reduced actuator stroke to

acquire accuracy with^ne motion. Conversely, they move over large distances by

performing one step after the other in a rough motion mode. The total displace¬
ment can thus be written as

*(0 = X*, + /(«(0). (3-2)

i.e., a sum of rough motion steps x, and a fine displacement x~ (t) = f(u(t)).
Recall that the rough displacement only depends on the history, but not the cur¬

rent value of the noisy driving signal u(t). From the point of view of control, this

two-mode approach reduces the dynamic range by some orders of magnitude .

Conventional stepping mechanisms, such as electromagnetic or electrostatic step¬

per motors move in steps from one equilibrium position to the next, which are

given by the motor's design. Hence, the step size Ax is determined by the distance

between two equilibrium positions. A grid of equilibria is easy to fabricate in one

2. This principle of compressing the signal's dynamic range is already well established

for sensors Optical encoders provide a resolution of up to lOO'OOO cts per revolution

and permit a 1 100 interpolation. Laser interferometers count along a well known

wave length scale and provide a fine-resolution down to some nanometers
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or even two DOFs, whereas it becomes very difficult for more than two DOFs.

This strategy will not be pursued in this work.

Contrarily, we investigate a different group of stepping principles. Herein, the

steps do not rely on geometrically determined equilibrium positions, but rather

on a periodic change of kinematic configurations. Let us consider the "stepper"

shown in fig. 3.2, (a). It consists of two legs connected by actuators to change the

distance / between them. A leg can be moved with respect to the ground, if it is

released from the substrate, while the other one is fixed (fig. 3.2, b). Vice versa,

in the other kinematic configuration (fig. 3.2, d), leg 1 can be moved, and leg 2 is

fixed. For example, walking animals perform this release by lifting the corre¬

sponding leg. With an appropriate sequence of releasing, moving in the desired

direction, and fixing one leg after the other (a—>£>—>c—>d—»a or vice versa),

a net displacement Ax is obtained. Notice that releasing does not necessarily

require an uplift of the leg. It is sufficient, if the released leg can be moved freely

on the substrate, while the other one rests at its position.

fixed

Fig. 3.2: Phases of stepping motion, (a) initial position, (b) configura¬

tion 1 (leg 1 fixed, leg 2 released), (c) intermediate position, Note

the changed leg distance!, (d) configuration 2.

The periodic transition from one configuration to the other, i.e., releasing and fix¬

ing of legs, can be performed with different means, also shown in table 3.1:

• Legs can be lifted during the released phase. The result is a walking motion.

Dynamically raising all legs at the same time generates a hopping sequence.

Principal drawbacks of these two methods are the need for actuators to lift

the legs, as well as vertical oscillations. However, these strategies are well

suited for rough terrain and changing ground conditions.

• If all legs stay in contact with the substrate, releasing and fixing can be

achieved by controlling the frictional force. Crawlers move the released legs
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along the surface of the substrate with low friction At the same time, the fric

tional force between the fixed legs and the substrate is maximized This is

performed by changing the distribution of weight on the legs or by utilizing
clamps As a significant disadvantage, clamping elements such as electro

magnets or mechanical clamps are required Due to the controllable fnctional

force, crawling motion is well suited for applications with large load forces

This is why we have selected this pnnciple as a candidate for vertical, weight

carrying motions in the nanorobot It is investigated in section 3 2

principle of motion switching pnnciple
application

biological technical

hopping
removal of ground

contact
kangaroo

vibrational

conveyer

walking
contact removal of

single legs

legged
animal

walking robot

crawling
control of fnctional

force

lurch,

snake

Inchworm

[Burleigh95]

inertial drive
nonhneanty of

friction
squid

impact drive,

stick slip drive

rolling continuous leg
motor of

salmonella
wheeled vehicles

multiple equilibrium

positions
structured substrate - stepping motors

Tab. 3.1: Overview ofstepping principles Those principles investigated in this

work are indicated by colored boxes

• The mechanically simplest principle is the inertial drive It possesses only
one actuator and utilizes the nonhneanty of fnction (cf appendix A) and the

inertia of mass Due to uncritical fabncational tolerances, this dynamic
means of performing steps is excellently suited for actuation in the micro-

world The pnnciple and its implementation will be discussed in section 3 3
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• Rolling is a continuous form of changing the kinematic configuration. As the

major drawback, it requires bearings for the roller's axle, which introduce

undesirable friction and play. Thus, this method is not investigated in this

work.

Due to its physical principle, any stepping motion causes vibrations and is lim¬

ited in precision. This restriction can be circumvented by adding a fine motion

mode. As soon as the goal position lies within the working range of the actuator,

the control is switched to local positioning. The stepper remains in one of its

kinematic configurations, while the actuator is controlled continuously with a

high resolution (cf. eq. 3.2). This allows for very precise positioning.

As for all mobile systems, the total deviation between goal and actual position is

the sum of the errors of all steps. Thus, if a goal has to be approached accurately,
an external sensor is required to update the odometric information. Further, a

local feedback loop, able to control the actuator's fine displacement fast and pre¬

cisely, can improve the system's performance significantly. The issue of combin¬

ing these two control levels is discussed in [BUECHI96].

We have chosen piezoelectric actuation for our stepping mechanisms. It meets

the requirements of both fine and rough motion, i.e., high stiffness, fast response

time and inherent stability (cf. section 2.1). The mathematical models of stepping
motion as well as the realizations presented in the next chapters are based on

these actuators. The fundamentals and a detailed model of piezoelectric actuation

can be found in appendix B.

3.2 The Crawling Principle

Crawling is a stepping principle relying on the control of frictional forces

between the legs and the substrate. Let us consider a stepper consisting of two

clampable legs connected by an actuator situated in-between them, as shown in

fig. 3.3. During the forward motion one leg is fixed to the ground (a). After the

actuator has reached its end position, the clamping conditions are switched (b).

Subsequently, the next half step (c) is performed and leg cleaving is reversed

again (d). Such a step sequence results in a net displacement Ax. If performed

repeatedly, arbitrary displacements can be achieved. To inverse the direction, the

order of the sequence simply has to be reversed.
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clamped leg

substrate

released leg

actuator

a) forward (expansion) motion

b) change of constraints

c) backward (contraction) motion

d) re-change of constraints.

& configuration for fine motion

Fig. 3.3: The crawler's basic stepping sequence

As a straight forward solution for clamping, the leg could be fixed mechanically
with a gripping mechanism. This strategy requires small fabricational tolerances

and restricts the motion to a limited geometric manifold, normally to only one

DOF. For example, the Inchworm [Burleigh95] walks along a very precise
ceramic rod using tube piezos to grip the rod. Another method is to generate the

normal force magnetically or electrostatically, i.e., by means of field forces. This

leads to simple and robust systems.

Fine motion is possible if the leg which has to be positioned accurately is

released, whereas the other one is clamped (fig. 3.3, d). Notice that the frictional

force acting between the undamped leg and the substrate has to be minimized in

order to achieve a high positioning resolution!

3.2.1 Modeling the Crawler

Fig. 3.4 presents the quasi static model for one half-step (w/ clamped to the sub¬

strate, W2 released). Herein kP and kc denote the actuator's and the released

clamp's stiffness, respectively, in x-direction. FL is an external load force and FP
is the (internal) force acting upon the actuator.

The kinematic constraints can be changed by controlling the normal forces F]Nl
and FN2 from FNmin to FNmax. According to Coulomb's model of friction (cf.

appendix A) the friction between leg and substrate can thus be changed between
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*/

->/-
substrate

legl actuator leg 2

Fig. 3.4: Elastic model of the crawler loaded with an external load

force Fext in the kinematic configuration, where clamp 1 is fixed.

the released state with its remaining frictional force Fu reieased
and the clamped

state with a maximum frictional force /<"„ ciampeix-

Step Size

For simplicity, we start the evaluation of the step size Ax in the undeformed state,

i.e., the force FP in the piezo actuator is zero and thus its length is Iq (fig. 3.5, a).

a) unloaded state

b) expansion phase

c) contraction phase

Fp = 0

F = F + F
P L u, released

F = —F
P U\, released

Fig. 3.5: Displacements of the legs during a stepping sequence.

During the expansion phase (cf. fig. 3.5, b), i.e., leg 1 is clamped and leg 2 is

released, the actuator has to work against the load and the friction which cause an

elastic deformation of

Ae2 =

Iexpansion L u, released
(3.3)
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Thus, at the end of the expansion phase leg 2 has been shifted by

A;c2 = Alp-Ae2, (3.4)

where AlP is the piezo displacement given by

Alp = dAV. (3.5)

Conversely, during the contraction phase (cf. fig. 3.5, c) leg 2 is clamped and leg
1 is released. The actuator is subject to tension, which causes an elongation of

F I
P\ F

a 'contraction u, released
,~ ,,,

Agl =

jfc
=

k
• (3-6)

A.p Kp

With respect to the undeformed length lQ this results in a displacement of leg 1 of

Ax, = A'p-Ae,. (3.7)

Finally, the net step of the whole mechanism can be extracted from fig. 3.5. After

substituting with eq. 3.3, eq. 3.5, and eq. 3.6, it is given by

ftp

i.e, Ac decreases linearly with the load and with the friction at the released clamp.

Stick Condition and Fine Motion

This model is valid, as long as the fixed clamp, does not slip. For the state of

fig. 3.4, the dynamic equations for leg 1 (clamped) and leg 2 (released) are

Fm = Fp, (3.9)

m2x2
= Fp-FL-sgn(x2)-F^released, (3.10)

respectively, with F
^ being the frictional force acting on legl. To prevent slip¬

ping of leg 1, F
j
must not exceed the maximum frictional force F

c/am„e^-

With eq. 3.9 and eq. 3.10, this yields the stick condition
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F, + m2'x2 + sgn(i,) F < p

[l, released [1, clamped'
(3.11)

One might argue that the crawler's resolution is limited by stick-slip caused by

friction between the released leg 2 and the substrate. Nevertheless, fine position¬

ing is possible thanks to the compliance of clamp 2. If the released clamp sticks

at its position due to the friction F^ reiease(i,
the displacement of leg 2 becomes

*2 ~

*P'kD + k,
(3.12)

i.e., unaffected by the frictional force at the released leg.

To verify our model of crawling motion, we have built the prototype NanoCrawl.

Its design and performance are discussed in the following section.

measurement

mirror

3.2.2 NanoCrawl - A Micro Crawling Positioner

Experimental setup

piezo-stack actuator

leg 2 /
laser beam

rtW I 1 rlW H*"~~~""~~*
-T- -

"ji ruby
— hemispheres

ferromagnetic
V-groove rail

Fig. 3.6: Sketch ofthe 1-DOF Crawling Mechanism NanoCrawl

The design of NanoCrawl is outlined in fig. 3.6. The mechanism runs in a pol¬

ished ferromagnetic V-groove rail and is basically composed of two magnet legs

and a piezo stack actuator in-between. Each of the magnets consists of an iron

core and a coil wound around its cylindrical section. The two legs can be magnet¬

ically clamped to the rail with clamping forces FN! and FN2 (cf. fig. 3.4) gener¬

ated by currents ij and i2 through the coils, respectively.

As shown in fig. 3.7, the mechanism is supported by a configuration of five con¬

tact points, formed by ruby hemispheres. They ensure precise linear guidance
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Fig. 3.7: Bottom view of NanoCrawl. The five ruby hemispheres (I to

5) act as point contacts to provide a well defined position.

with low wear. In the actual setup, i.e., ruby on steel, there is no significant differ¬

ence between the static coefficient \i0 and kinetic coefficient \ik of friction (0.122
and 0.120, respectively). The dimensions of NanoCrawl are given in table 3.2.

parameter legl leg 2

mass 105 g 163

frict. force ry i = Ire[ea,ed = 0 A

' = hlamped = °-4 A

0.35

2.05

0.38

1.93

size

piezo voltage V

maximum travel AlP
coefficient of friction p0 = p., = u.

79 x 30 x 30 mm3

0- 100 V

10.4 pm

0.12

Tab. 3.2: Data ofNanoCrawl

A laser interferometer with a resolution of better than 10 nm and a sampling rate

of up to 1 kHz served as a position reference. The laser beam was reflected by a

mirror attached to leg 2 of NanoCrawl.

Rough Motion

Rough motion aims at approaching a desired goal by means of steps as fast as

possible with a remaining error smaller than the actuator's local range Al„.

Fig. 3.8 shows displacement patterns of m2 for three different frequencies.
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Fig. 3.8: NanoCrawl's step patterns in the unloaded case (FL - 0) at

differentfrequencies. The voltage stroke AVis set to 100 Vand the

clamping current Idamped = 0.4 A.

Up to 50 Hz (cf. fig. 3.8, a & b) both Ac = 8-9 p.m and the displacement pattern

agree with our model. A completely different behavior is observed at 100 Hz:

The step size Ax decreases to almost zero. This effect arises from the limited cur¬

rent slew rate di/dt caused by the coils' inductance L and the amplifier's finite

supply voltage. Thus, the currents ij and i2 reach their steady state values until

after a rise/fall time of about 3-4 ms. For 100 Hz (cf. fig. 3.8, c), this leads to con¬

ditions where both currents i; and i2 are different from zero during the piezo's

elongation/contraction phase. This effect yields undesirable slip phases.

Looking closer at the step patterns, we notice a small, but repeatable backlash

during the piezo's recontraction phase at 25 and 50 Hz. It originates from both

the drive's compliancy and the aforementioned slip phase. The result is a

decreased mean step size Ajc at higher frequencies, as fig. 3.9 confirms. Further,

thejincertainty, i.e. the step size's standard deviation ax, grows from 1.1% to 2%

of Ax. We will show below that this phenomenon becomes even more significant
for large loads FL.

To summarize, we propose to operate NanoCrawl with a frequency and a clamp¬

ing current of/= 50 Hz and /c/am^ = 0.4 A, respectively, in order to achieve a

maximum velocity of 370 u,m/s. Conversely, if the emphasis is put on good

repeatability, i.e., a small uncertainty ax, the optimal operation conditions are

/< 25 Hz and lclamped = 0.4 A,
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Fig. 3.9: Step size distribution at 25 and 50 Hzfor positive and nega¬

tive direction (1000 measurements each)

Feedback Control

To position NanoStep with nm-accuracy, we implemented a non-linear feedback

controller which switches between rough motion and PID-controlled fine posi¬

tioning [SHIMIZU97]. As fig. 3.10 (a) shows, the mechanism approaches the goal

position xgoa[ with its maximum velocity of 0.37 mm/s as long as the error

xerr =

xgoal
~ x satisfies me condition

xerr<Alp, (3.13)

where Alp is the piezo's stroke of 10.4 u,m. As soon as the controller changes to

fine positioning (fig. 3.10, b), the piezo is guided to the goal by the PID control-
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real position x
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b) 105
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Fig. 3.10: NanoCrawl's response to steps in the goal position of +100

and -50 \im, respectively, using a PID controller, (a) global view,

(b) transitionfrom rough tofine motion, (c) transient phase offine
motion.

ler. Its parameters were adjusted according to the criterion of Ziegler-Nichols.
With this configuration we achieved an accuracy of about 10 nm (fig. 3.10, c)3.

Load Behavior

A fundamental merit of the crawling principle is the controllable frictional force.

It allows us to pull or push loads even larger than the mechanism's weight.
NanoCrawl's dependency of the step size on the load F^ is shown in fig. 3.11.

Obviously, Ac decreases dramatically, i.e., the legs begin to slip, when FL
exceeds a certain value. The theoretical limit for very slow motions, i.e.,

m x2 « F
c[amDecj

can be deduced from eq. 3.11 and is given by

I L\ U, clamped p, released' (3.14)

Hence, the load capacity can be increased by maximizing the difference between

^dampedA F^released' ie- employing a large current Ijampe* At 50 Hz mese

3 which is mainly given by the resolution of the interferometer
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,25 Hz/ 1.0 A

,
25 Hz / 0.4 A

-1 0 1

load force FL [N]

Fig. 3.11: Step size/load characteristic of NanoCrawl at different fre¬

quenciesfand clamping currents Idamped-

currents do not reach their steady state value and thus undesirable slip occurs. It

is therefore also necessary to run NanoCrawl at lower frequencies, e.g. 25 Hz.

In the stable regime Ac decreases approximately linear with FL, which qualita¬
tively agrees with the elastic behavior expressed by eq. 3.8. The mechanism's

resulting stiffness estimated from fig. 3.11 (at/ = 25 Hz) amounts to 0.9 N/u.m.

Discussion of Crawling Motion

With NanoCrawl, presented in this section, we have achieved a positioning accu¬

racy of 10 nm within a large working range and a maximum speed of 0.37 mm/s.

The suitable range of load forces is about \F, I < 2 N.

These limitations originate from the mechanism's design. To obtain a better per¬

formance it has to be modified as follows:

• increase of the stiffness kP and kc to obtain a stiffer load characteristic.

• higher magnetic forces FN to improve the load capacity.
• decrease of the rise and fall times of the currents, i.e., decrease of the induc¬

tance L or increase of the supply voltage, to allow for higher stepping fre¬

quencies and consequently higher speed.
• smaller masses mj and m2 to decrease the inertial forces and thus to allow for

faster operation.
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Commercially available Inchworm motors [Burlligh95] use tube piezos to

clamp on ceramic rods Due to their compact design and their high load capacity

of several Newtons they are excellently suited tor high resolution single-DOF

positioning tasks However, if a multi-DOF positioner is required, the use of

magnetic clamps, as with NanoCrawl, is the better strategy, since it leads to less

complicated mechanisms An example of a planar crawling mechanism with

three DOFs is shown in [ZESCH93]

As discussed above the weakest and most expensive elements in crawling dnves

are the clamps In the next section we will present a stepping pnnciple that does

not require any clamps

3.3 The Inertial Principle

Compared to crawlers, inertial drives are simpler in design Let us consider a

stepping dnve with an asymmetrical leg structure, as shown in fig 3 12 One leg

- the body mass m;
- rests on a substrate, whereas the other - hereinafter the

impact mass m2
- is suspended by the actuator P, which connects the two legs

piezo

displacement

xPk

Fig. 3.12: The principle of inertial drive

The system can be moved utilizing the nonlinear fnctional charactenstics (cf

appendix A) as follows Dunng a smooth elongation of the actuator P, m2 is

shifted while the static fnction Fu0 prevents mj from moving (a) After having

reached its final elongation Alp P is rapidly shrunk (b) which induces an inertial

force on nij If this force exceeds the static fnctional force F^0 both m2 and mt
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move towards the mechanism's center of mass yielding a net displacement Ax of

the complete mechanism

In its general form - both mj and m2 are non zero - the inertial dnve is known as

Impact Drive [HIGUCH190] A prototype of an impact dnve and its performance is

discussed in section 3 3 2 The setup, when m? decreases towards zero, is often

called Stick-Slip Drive (cf fig 3 21) [Pohl87][Howald92]4 A rotational stick

slip dnve is presented in section 3 3 3

3.3.1 Model of the Inertial Drive

Basically, an inertial dnve mechanism can be treated as a two mass system with

an actuator in-between, as shown in fig 3 13

body mass

rp

actuator P

—•O-f^Jr-
^/VV

impact mass

x2

m2

Fig. 3.13: Mechanical model of an inertial drive loaded with an exter

nal loadforce FL

Basic Relations

The motion of the two masses mi and m2 is given by the equations

'1 A\ -Fp + F„> (3 15)

i2 x2 = Fp-FL, (3 16)

where F denotes the fnctional force between mj and the substrate, FL is an

external load acting against the direction of motion and FP is the internal force

affecting the actuator (cf appendix B 2)

4 This principle is also used in a modified form for vibration feeders to transport small

objects or bulk goods In that context the objects act as ni2
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As long as the slip condition is satisfied, i.e.,

*,*0, (3.17)

F can be substituted by -sgn(i,) • F
k (cf. eq. A.2). The equations of motion

for the inertial drive can then be written as

m. 0 .pi
+

dp -dp .pi +
Kp -kp

0 m2 KJ -dp dp U2J Kp Kp

r-sgn(i,)•F
(3.18)

iik

-Ft
+ d, + k, o ij*0

with xP the actuator displacement xp = d V. Notice that the gravity force is not

treated explicitly. It is considered to be included in the preload force FN, which

presses m1 to the ground, and the load force FL. For an inclination angle P against
the horizontal plane, (cf. fig. 3.19) the corresponding contributions are

(wij + m2) • g cosP and (»ij + m2) g sinP, respectively.

For the sticking case, if *,, jc, = 0, the mathematical model degenerates to the

1-DOF equation offine motion

m2x2 + dpx2 + kpx2 = -FL + (d xp + k (xp + x^)) (3.19)

The drive remains in this state as long as the value of F is smaller than the static

friction F
q. Using eq. 3.15 and eq. 3.16, we can then write the stick condition

\m2x2 +

FL\^FaO = Vo'FN- (3.20)
p|

~

|—2"2
' *

L\
~~

UO

Since there is steady switching between these two linear models (eq. 3.18 and eq.

3.19) according to the corresponding limit conditions (eq. 3.17 and eq. 3.20

respectively), it is not possible to write the response *j(f), x2(t) to an arbitrary

input signal xp(t) in an explicit form. However, the step size Ac can be calcu¬

lated analytically for a given periodic voltage wave form with an angular fre¬

quency of Q = In- f and the assumptions

9l
C0n

«1 co0 = and
m~

»Q, (3.21)
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i.e., neglect of the transient phase (cf. fig. 3.14, 4). Using these simplifications,
we can add the two lines of eq. 3.18 and substitute the position of m2 with

x2
= xl + XP t0 0Dtam me equation of motion in its reduced form as

(ml+m2)-x\ = -sgn(xl)-FVik-FL-m2-Xp. (3.22)

This expression for x\ can be integrated numerically or analytically to obtain

velocity and step size of the inertial drive for a particular input signal such as the

triangular wave investigated below.

Triangular Input Wave

Assuming a triangular input wave form (fig. 3.14, a) with a peak-to-peak voltage
AV and a cycle ratio

6 = ^, (3.23)

we can draw velocity (fig. 3.14, b) and displacement (fig. 3.14, c) of the inertial

drive. The net step size Ac is obtained by integrating the velocity of the body
mass jc,(f), which basically consists of phases of zero velocity (fig. 3.14, 1) and

phases of constant - but not equal - acceleration: For the slip phases (2) and (3)
the acceleration x^ is given by

With the principle of conservation of momentum, i.e., Wj
• Aij = m2

• Ax2, the

velocity steps Aij during the transient phases (4) can be calculated with

m0 Alp i m0
Axl =

-AJt-—^=^-f.—±—.--^—. (3.25)1 r

m^+m2
T 8(1-0) m^+m2

The velocity x
j

at the begin of the shrinking phase (2) at t = £ > 0
,

e —> 0 and

at the begin of the expansion phase (3) at t = tf+ e can be written as

5. [BUECHl95] also looks at parabolic patterns. Because of their upper speed limit they
are troublesome to control and thus they are not investigated in this work.
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first slip phase
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deceleration
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Fig. 3.14: Step pattern during inertial motion, (a) Input signal, (b)

velocities, (c) displacements. The colored area in the velocity

graph corresponds to the net displacement Ax.

Al,

i,(e) = -Axp =

1
m-

p T 6(1-0) m,+m7
(3.26)

'/

VA
xJtf + e) = -Axp+ \x,(x)dx + Axp = —- tf. (3.27)

1 J
r J l r

m,+m0 J

0
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The double integration of the acceleration i'j (cf. eq. 3.24) using the above start¬

ing velocities results in a net displacement of

P ml+m2 1-9 m1+w2 »k ^q-^ (3.28)

Ax0 Axlost

Basically, the step size Ax is the difference between an ideal step size Ax0,

depending on the mass ratio and the driving signal, and the lost motion Axiost,
which accounts for friction and load effects. For an infinitesimally short fall time

tt the step size become a theoretical maximum of

lim Ax = Alp-K (3.29)
6->0

where k is the impact factor given by

K = —. (3.30)
m, + m2

Notice that for the case of an ideal saw-tooth wave form (0 —»0), Axiost dimin¬

ishes to zero, independent of the coefficient of friction, as long as none of the

limitations of operation (eq. 3.32 to eq. 3.34) is violated.

Limitations ofInertial Motion

There are several limits mat have to be considered in order to achieve a controlled

forward propulsion:
• The fall t, - T 0 time must be smaller than the rise time t = T( 1 - 0):

tf<tr <=> 0<i. (3.31)

• The absolute value of the load F, must be smaller than the friction F^, i.e.,

|FL|<^. (3.32)

Otherwise the system is no longer able to return from the slip phase back to

the stick phase. This includes the singular case of p. -> 0, for which the iner-
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tial drive would theoretically need an infinite time to accelerate or decelerate.

• For FL>0 mere are two constraints: Firstly, the slip of mj has to stop before

the next step arises, i.e., tr has to be longer than the length of the second slip

period tsli 2 (fig. 3.14, 3), which is obtained from eq. 3.27 and eq. 3.24 as

F»k + FL

*slip, 2
-x^itf + e) m^+m2 V

x | 1

^i*0 m1+m,(F^ FD

FUk + FL
= , •/*—-^. (3.33)

1
F\ik~FL

After some transformations, the condition tsl- 2
< t

f
can be written as

As the second condition for FL > 0, the net displacement Ac (cf. eq. 3.28) has

to be positive, i.e., AxQ > Axlosf. This yields an upper limit for tf given by

m2 Fuk ~ FL
f/ =

r.e<^.r^.V.^
(3.35)

Load Behavior

As shown in fig. 3.15, the load dependency of the inertial drive is twofold. Firstly,

according to eq. 3.28, Ax decreases with increasing FL. Secondly, the permissible
load range, described by eq. 3.32, eq. 3.34, and eq. 3.35, grows with the frictional

force FUit, since working against a load requires a minimum value of F^. The

optimum F^opt that maximizes Ac can be derived from eq. 3.28 and is given by

A*=max =* V^=(^ + 1)Fi' (336)

which is the common tangent to all load curves Ax[os^FL) indicated by the dashed

line in fig. 3.15. The minimum lost motion becomes

Ax.. = (3 + 2 •
72)

•

(9 T) F.. (3.37)
lost,min v '

mx+m2
L

However, it is the better strategy to operate in a suboptimal regime, i.e., at a F
k

larger than the theoretically calculated F^opt. This allows for tackling model
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F\lkl ° FV» Fpk2

F~L

Fig. 3.15: Load characteristic ofthe inertial drive at differentfrictional

forces F ,. Notice that operation is only possible within the

range given by eq. 3.32 to eq. 3.35. The common tangent to all

curves (dashed) indicates the optimum value for the frictional

force F^plFj).

inaccuracies and parameter variations, e.g. the large uncertainty in friction. Addi¬

tionally, operation far from the limits minimizes the influence of friction and

therefore leads to smaller variations in the step size [BUECHI96].

The basic configuration of an inertial drive is sketched in fig. 3.12. For practical

applications this setup has to be modified to obtain a symmetric mass distribution

about the x-axis and a precise guidance. A realization of an impact drive -

NanoStep - is presented in the following section.

3.3.2 NanoStep - A Translational Impact Drive

We built NanoStep to test inertial motion. It is a 1-DOF impact drive and consists

of two masses m; and m2 connected by a piezo-stack actuator, as illustrated in

fig. 3.16. Similar to NanoCrawl (section 3.2.2), mt runs in a V-groove rail on five

ruby hemispheres. Fig. 3.17 shows a picture of the prototype and table 3.3 indi¬

cates its parameters.

/ / /

1 / / /

/ //

possible
rangeF[lkl <F\»k2 < F\ik3 / // ^k3

/

/ sT

=——
/

/
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mj^

HI;

piezo-stack actuator

/ m2

-F-

ruby
hemisphere

precision V-groove rail

Fig. 3.16: Sketch of the test-impact drive NanoStep.

body mass mt 95.4 g

impact mass m2 201.6 g

impact factor k 0.68

piezo voltage V 0-100 V

max. displacement AlP 8.9 pm

piezo's natural freq. 10 kHz

coeff. of friction pQ = u^ 0.12

Tab. 3.3: Data of NanoStep. Fig. 3.17: Photograph of NanoStep.

Rough Motion

The motion of the unloaded inertial drive, shown in fig. 3.18, qualitatively agrees

well with the analytical prediction (cf. fig. 3.14, c). For a voltage AVof 80 V, i.e.,

a piezo displacement of AlP = 7.2 pm, we obtained a step size Ax = 2.6 urn. The

displacement of mj just after the rapid contraction phase (t = t ? + e) of 4.8 pm

yields a rough estimate for the impact factor k = 0.66. This corresponds with the

value of 0.68 obtained from the calculation based on the mass ratio (cf. eq. 3.30).

However, with the actual parameters (cf. table 3.3) the lost motion Axiost should

be 0.42 pm instead of 2.4 pm reckoned from the graph. The reason for this can

be found in the strong vibration during the transient phase after the piezo's rapid

contraction. This dither effect leads to a net coefficient of friction which is much

smaller than the previously measured value and consequently yields a braking

distance larger than the calculated one.

6. For certain applications, dither is intentionally used to decrease the effective friction.
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18: NanoStep's Motion pattern at unloaded operation (FL = 0).

From eq. 3.24 to eq. 3.28 we can deduce that the lost motion Ac/0J, is equally dis¬

tributed to both slip phases (cf. fig. 3.14, 2 & 3) for FL = 0 and \lk = const. In

the above case with |i£ = 0.12, this results in a displacement of Ac^,p = Axiost 12 =

0.24 u,m for each slip phase. However, from the fig. 3.18 we can infer a slip dis¬

tance during the second slip phase ofAc^ 2
= 2-4 pm. Since the acceleration jc'j ,

and consequently Axsn„, is inverse proportional to the actual coefficient of fric¬

tion, i.e., p • Ajc ,.
= const, we can estimate the effective coefficient of friction

during the dither pnase \^dither by

Ax

^dither ' Axslip, 2~H'
lost

HrfJrt.r = 0-°»' <3-38)

This is less than 10% of the value measured in the static experiment. The minimi¬

zation of this oscillations at the end of each step is discussed in section 4.2.6.

Load Characteristics

Referring to fig. 3.15, the inertial drive's step size strongly depends on the load.

This characteristic was measured by inclining the NanoStep's rail with an angle P

against the horizontal direction. Due to the 45°-inclination of the V-rail treads,

the sum of all normal forces FN supporting the mechanism against gravity
becomes Jl (/Wj + m2) g cosp.
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(ml + m2) g rasp1

Fig. 3.19: Loading NanoStep by inclining the rail.

Apparently, the frictional and load forces are given by

F\xk = ^kFN = ^' "-' (m\ +m2)-g- cosP, (3.39)

FL = (mj + m2) g sinP, (3.40)

respectively, where g denotes the acceleration due to gravity. With p = J2 p^.

the step size Ajc(P) deduced from eq. 3.28 results in

Ax(a)= A/
P 1-9

-,nTv2 ra pcosB + sinP
-£p(97y-cosP-? g -^

pcosp
-

smp

(3.41)

Fig. 3.20 demonstrates the close agreement between the mathematical model and

the measurements. Preloaded by the gravitational force only, NanoStep is able to

4.5
~
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6 = 0.1
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inclination angle p[°]

Fig. 3.20: Theoretical and measured step size / load characteristic of

NanoStep moving on an inclined plane.
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climb up a slope of 4.6°. This value corresponds to about 40% of the friction

angle p = atan(p) = 9.7°, which agrees well with the theoretical model (eq.

3.36). Larger angles could be achieved by introducing additional preload forces.

As one can derive from eq. 3.28, the step size's sensitivity to variations in friction

|5Ax/8F I increases with larger loads FL. This effect is confirmed by the

increasing uncertainty of the step size at large inclination angles P in fig. 3.20.

Until here, we have only investigated translational stepping drives. However, the

inertial principle is also appropriate for precise rotations. To demonstrate this, wc

have built Nanocrab, shown in the following section.

3.3.3 NanoCrab - A Rotational Stick-Slip Drive

The step size Ax of the inertial drive (cf. eq. 3.28) reaches a maximum if w; is

much smaller than m2 (k —> 1). To achieve this, the design must be changed as

follows: The actuator P has to be attached to the ground, whereas the impact
mass m2 (hereinafter m) is no longer fixed to the P but just laid on it. The result¬

ing setup - now termed stick-slip drive - is sketched in fig. 3.21.

a) b)

moving —

mass

actuator P

AlP

iiiliifc
"

slow (stick)
c)

rapid (slip)

Fig. 3.21: Scheme of the stick-slip drive, (a) setup, (b) slow deforma¬

tion, (c) rapid re-deformation.

Compared to the impact drive (cf. section 3.3.2), the stick-slip drive has the

advantage of requiring less elements. Particularly, the absence of a moving actua¬

tor helps to simplify the mechanical design and the power supply.

Basic Relations

For the limit raj —> 0 eq. 3.28 can be simplified to

Ax=^-^ll-F. F»k + FL
9 m \ik p

(3.42)
ilk'
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In the rotational case, the expressions for translation of eq. 3.42 are substituted by

the corresponding rotational variables, i.e., Alp -> Alp/r (actuator output),

Ax —> A9 (displacement), m —> / (inertia) and F —> M (torque). This yields an

angular step size of

A9 = A<p0-Aq>/£m =

AlP 1 (9 • T)2
M

My.k + ML (3.43)

\ik M
\lk

M,

where r denotes the rotor radius and Mu/t the fnctional torque given by eq. 3.44.

Design ofNanoCrab

© ®

contact point

Fig. 3.22: Design ofNanoCrab: (a) cross section, (b) contact points at

the rotor's perimeter arranged in three bearing planes, (c) actua¬

tor deformation caused by a voltage V.

NanoCrab
,
sketched in fig. 3.22, is a rotational micro motor based on the stick-

slip principle. The rotor, the only moving part, is a steel shaft of 3 mm diameter.

It is supported by five ruby hemispheres, which are used for both suspension and

propulsion. The rubies are glued on top of three shear piezo elements (d15-mode,

cf. appendix B.l) forming three bearing planes (cf. fig. 3.22, b). Note that there

are no additional bearings to guide the rotor.

An elastic joint structure (cf. fig. 3.22, a) provides a preload force FN necessary

to produce sufficient friction. It also fixes the rotor position precisely in four

7. The name onginates from the cross section of NanoCrab, which looks like the claw of

a crab
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DOFs. The remaining two DOFs are, obviously, the motor's output, i.e., the z-

rotation (cpz), and the rotor's axial translation (z). The latter can be constrained by

means of either a circular V-groove in the rotor or an additional axial bearing.

When a voltage V is applied to the piezo ceramics, they move the ruby bearings

tangentially to the rotor's circumference in T-direction (cf. fig. 3.22, c), thereby

forcing the axle to rotate without any backlash or undesirable friction. Theoreti¬

cally, infinite angles can be achieved using stick-slip motion (cf. fig. 3.21). The

frictional torque M^ necessary for operation against a load torque ML (cf.

fig. 3.23) can be calculated with eq. 3.44.

9^- fnU
ruby

F
n|Ls>- "

sphere

^f<
IV-^^,

M,
rfc

AV = 3-Vr 3 pA FN r (3.44)

Fig. 3.23: Generation of the frictional torque M^k by preloading

NanoCrab's rotor.

Compared to electromagnetic motors, NanoCrab operates at low speed and rela¬

tively high torques, which eliminates the need for additional gear units. A further

advantage is the inherent stability. This offers the possibility of open-loop opera-

size 8x8x11 mm3

rotor diameter 2r 3 mm

nominal step size A(p„„m 0.14 mrad

angular resolution < 0.1 prad

working frequency/ <2kHz

max. speed 1 rpm

max. holding torque M^o 0.92 mNm

max. load torque MLmax 0.37 mNm

max. driving volt. AVmax 270 V

piezo constant d (PXE71) 1.6nm/V

Tab. 3.4: Data ofNanoCrab Fig. 3.24: Cross section of

NanoCrab (without rotor).
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tion and position holding without power consumption. NanoCrab's principal

parameters and a photo are presented in table 3.4 and fig. 3.24, respectively.

In the following, we investigate the influence the preload force, the rotor inertia

and elasticity on the step size, as well as the axial stability of NanoCrab.

Preload Characteristics

Fig. 3.25 shows the dependency of both the step size Atp (at zero load) and the

maximum load torque MiJnax from the preload force FN.

region of operation

0.3

*"

0 25 MLmax
0

"

¥ U/2 / 3
•

£.0.15
/

.

*.,

0 05

0) H« >-
V

0.3

0.25

B

0.2 ? /=lkHz
£j

0.15 | 9 = 0.005

01 ^

0.5

0

05 15 2

FNm
25

Fig. 3.25: NanoCrab's step size (at M^ = 0) and maximum output

torque as afunction ofthe preloadforce FN.

In die region of operation, i.e., from FN = 0.6 N up to 2.7 N, A(p decreases and

Mimax grows approximately linear with increasing M «= FN in accordance with

eq. 3.43 and eq. 3.44. This opposing behavior allows for adjusting the motor's

impedance, i.e., the ratio between torque and speed co = A(p • /, by varying FN.
However, the range of adaptation is limited. On one side, the drive becomes

unstable for FN < 0.6 N. On the other side, the rotation stops at large preloads FN
due to the finite mechanical stiffness of the actuation structure, as explained
below.

Influence ofRotor Inertia and Elasticity

In this experiment, we varied the rotor inertia Iv As fig. 3.26 demonstrates, the

step size A(p grows, i.e., A(p/ow decreases, with increasing lz in accordance with
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eq. 3.43. In the region Atp < 0.05 mrad the inertial motion is significantly

impaired. We explain this effect with the axle's surface roughness which is in the

same order of magnitude or larger than the actuator step AlP

9-
<
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Fig. 3.26: Step size / voltage behaviorfor different rotor inertias Ir

During the slip phases (cf. fig. 3.21, c), the actuators and the supporting structure

are loaded by the frictional torque M^k. As shown in fig. 3.27, the resulting elas¬

tic deformation Ax ,
= r Atp ,

- termed elastic loss - yields a reduced stroke

Alp at the contact points, where slip takes place. It is given by

M

Alp = Alp-Ax , Alp-r Aq>e[ = d AV

(pel

(3.45)

rapid piezo
deformation

elastic

deformation F"^,i

contact

point

contact stroke

actuator

Fig. 3.27: Evaluation of the displacement of the contact points Alp

during the rapid deformation (slip) phase.
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Herein k
j
denotes the drive's stiffness in (^-direction.

The elastic loss defines a minimum operation voltage AVmin below which Alp
becomes zero. Practically, this means that for AV< AVW-B the actuator is no

longer able to generate a force large enough to overcome the friction.

From fig. 3.26 we estimated a value of AVmin = 92 V for the theoretical case of

/ -» °°, i.e., A(plost = 0. Then, according to eq. 3.43, the step size Acp becomes

equal to the contact stroke Alp, for 9 « 1. For AV = AVmin, i.e., A<p = 0, and

the above parameters we can thus write

A«V = av„
= A]*= d Av«/. -r rl= °

• (346)

e«i
"el

After solving this relation for k~gi and inserting M^ = 0.92 mNm, which was

gained from static measurements, we obtain a value for the rotational elasticity of

kyd = 9.4 Nm/rad.

To conclude, at an operation voltage AV = 270 V more than 35% of NanoCrab's

piezo displacement is lost due to lost motion and elasticity. There are two modifi¬

cations to increase the step size or to lower AVmin. Firstly, the rotor mass/inertia

has to be made as large as possible in order to decrease Aylost. Secondly, the

drive's mechanical design has to be stiffened to reduce A(p ,.

Axial Stability

Precise manipulations require accurate rotations about particular axes. One way

to achieve this is keeping the axle's runout as small as possible by mechanical

means, e.g. with precise guidance. For NanoCrab, the runout is determined by the

shape of the rotor, which is a roller of a needle bearing .

Fig. 3.28 shows the rotor's radial displacement for three full rotations scanned

with a probe, which itself was tracked by an interferometer. The standard devia¬

tion of the runout is less than 120 nm with cross correlation factors between dif¬

ferent revolutions of the order of 0.8. The non-repeatable part is less than 40 nm.

Sporadic spikes, e.g. at 0.6 mrad, are explained with uncertainties in the displace¬
ment measurement, which is based on a mechanical scanning technique. They

are neglected in our considerations.

8. The manufacturer specifies the maximum error in cylindricity to about 0.5 pm.
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0 12 3 4 5 6

(p [radl

Fig. 3.28: Runout ofNanoCrab's rotorfor 3 rotation.

NanoCrab's excellent center stability can even be improved by using better axles

- a cylindricity of 0.1 pm is state of the art for precise rollers - or by implement¬

ing a feed forward compensation to eliminate the systematic part of the error.

Application of Rotational Stick-Slip Motors

NanoCrab is used to rotate a tweezer in the our nanorobot (cf. section 2.4). A

vanant, TableCrab, acts to tilt the platform that positions microobjects under the

microscope. Analogously to NanoCrab, it is composed of a magnetically

preloaded rotor, i.e., a steel half-cylinder, and shear piezos for actuation.

TableCrab's cross section is sketched in fig. 3.29. A photograph of the prototype

Fig. 3.29: TableCrab's cross section Fig. 3.30: Prototype of TableCrab

carrying a silicon wafer.
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is shown in fig. 3.30. It allows for concentrically tilting its object plane with a

resolution of better than 0.03 prad and has a tilt range of ±40°.

Inertial drives are able to act as joint motors for conventional serial-chain mani¬

pulators, too. Fig. 3.32 shows a 3-DOF microrobot driven by three stick-slip

actuators. It positions loads of up to 1 g in its spherical workspace of 6 cm in

diameter with a resolution of about 100 nm.

Fig. 3.31: NanoCrane's kinematic

setup: Spokey [BAUMANN95]

rotates the vertical axis (qj)
whereas the shoulder (q2) and

the elbow (q3) joints are

driven by two modified

NanoCrabs.

Fig. 3.32: Photo of NanoCrane, a

3-DOF micro-robot based on

stick-slip drives.
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3.4 Summary of Stepping Principles

In this section we investigated stepping principles for micropositioning. As a

general merit, they combine a large working range with high resolution by

switching between two modes of motion, i.e., between stepping and local posi¬

tioning. We used piezoelectric actuation which allowed for simple and effective

implementation. Two different concepts have been investigated and realized.

Their major advantages and drawbacks are summarized in table 3.5.

crawling inertial motion

pros

+ fair repeatability
+ high load capacity, able to

work against gravity
+ large range of stepping fre¬

quencies

+ fast positioning with very

high resolution

+ extremely simple structure

with one actuator per DOF

+ no clamps needed

+ easy expandable to multiple
DOFs (cf. section 4.2)

+highly dynamic and stable open-loop control

cons

- additional actuators needed

for clamping
- small fabricational tolerances

- high demand to the bandwidth

of the driving amplifier
- sensitive to external forces

- vibration excitation due to

restricted wave forms

-poor open-loop accuracy due to error propagation

Tab. 3.5: Comparison ofstepping principles

Crawling mechanisms are well suited for micropositioning tasks which need

significant actuation force. Since a guiding structure is required, they are nor¬

mally used for one-DOF mechanisms or as single actuators in complex kinematic

chains. Conversely, inertial drives are well suited for positioning tasks almost

free from loads, e.g. on a horizontal plane. Nevertheless, they are also adequate to

work against loads, if sensor feedback is employed.

In the next chapter, we will apply stepping principles to actuate multi-DOF

mechanisms for precise execution of spatial motions.
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Micropositioning

Conventional robotic structures are insufficient for high resolution manipulation
in the microscopic domain for two reasons. Firstly, they use serial arrangements

of articulated joints and links (fig. 4.1, a) [CRAIG89] to attain a workspace with

multiple DOFs. Each actuator and link has to carry all subsequent ones. This

leads to long and compliant structures and therefore, to large vibration ampli¬
tudes. Secondly, the resolution is limited by friction and play in the robot joints
[Armstrong91].

Solutions to both problems are investigated in the following chapter. Based on

this foundation, two high resolution 3-DOF mechanisms are presented.

4.1 Mechanisms for Micropositioning

4.1.1 Parallel Structures

In contrast to serial-chain manipulators, parallel structures (fig. 4.1, b) connect a

platform to the inertial system with several drive trains [Merlet93][Clavel88].

Often, such mechanisms consist of links, which are subject to pure tension or

compression load, and - in contrast to serial manipulators - of active and passive

joints. In fully parallel manipulators [Stewart65][Han89] the actuators are
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. s end effector

X^~~ry^ © active (actuated)

(] --V) (| O passive joint

\\ \\ f 1 <CZ5 rigid 'ink

base <?/ (?2 <?«

Fig. 4.1: (a) Serial and (b) parallel chains

fixed to the base system and therefore do not contribute to the moving mass. Par¬

allel structures are stiffer than serial ones and consequently possess higher reso¬

nant frequencies.

The fundamental drawback of parallel manipulators is their limited working

range, caused by self-collisions of different chains and a large number of singu¬
larities. Attempts have been made to expand the accessible volume with geomet¬

ric optimization [HARA89] or by using redundant actuation [HAYWARD93].

However, since the desired displacements needed in micromanipulation are small

(< 1 cm) compared to the robot's size (-10 cm), the problem of limited range is

irrelevant. Also, the relatively small rotational range is not a real handicap, since

in any case, the orientational range is limited by collisions with the microscope

(cf. section 5.1.1) rather than by the mechanism itself.

More aggravating with parallel robots is the need for passive joints. In order to

avoid friction and play we propose the use of flexible structures instead of con¬

ventional sliding or roller bearings (cf. section 2.2).

4.1.2 Flexible Structures

Flexible Hinges

Conventional bearings (fig. 4.2, a) are commonly replaced with discrete flexible

hinges or pivots (fig. 4.2, b) to avoid friction or play. Usually, they are cut out of

bulk material by electro discharge machining. They can be optimized for a large
mechanical advantage, i.e., to be very compliant in the direction of motion but

stiff in all transverse directions. By an appropriate combination of several pivots
and links in a monolithic structure custom made mechanisms could be designed

a)

an

qi
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[RONG94][SMITH92]. A hand module with six DOFs has been built by Arai

[ARAI92].

a)

K|<A^0

centre of

rotation

Fig. 4.2: Rotational joints: (a) cylindrical, (b) flexible hinge, (c) flexi¬

ble beam with distributed deformation

Fig. 4.3 shows a flexible pivot and its parameters. The angular and longitudinal

stiffness ka and kx can be approximated with eq. 4.1 and eq. 4.2 [Smith92],

respectively, as long as h, r » t. E is, the Young's modulus of the hinge material.

M„ 2Ebt5/2

Fig. 4.3: Flexible hinge

'V(X
a 9jtrl/2

F

k =
-±

x
X

Eb

n(r/t)il2~2.51

AE

°=3V A/r bt

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

This technology reaches its limits, if the angle a of more than only a few degrees

is required. Due to the extremely localized deformation in the nanow section, the

mechanical stress o, given by eq. 4.3, quickly exceeds the elastic limit. The

effects are short life time and hysteresis due to plastic deformation.

The concept ofDistributed Deformation

To increase the allowable deflection, one could think about distributing the highly

localized deformation over a wider region. As an example, fig. 4.4 shows a thin

beam with a cross section t X b loaded with a torque Mz and a force Fy Using

Euler's linear-elastic equation, the beam's deflection can be expressed by eq. 4.4.
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Obviously, for a given angle a, the stress, given by eq 4 6 scales with t/l

instead of Jt/r for the hinge (cf eq 4 3) Thus for a beam with I of the same

dimension or bigger than the hinge's radius r, the mechanical stress is drastically
decreased

2EI,V
M

yn±lB = —

6 -3

-3 2

Fig. 4.4: Deflection of the linear
asm f i\

flexible beam subject to bending a(x= 0) =

z y

torque and lateralforce load t b

(4 4)

(4 5)

(4 6)

The benefit of the smaller stress is paid off by an lower transverse stiffness Fur¬

thermore, the kinematic parameters depend on the load For example, the flexible

beam's center of rotation shifts from xc = I / 3 for Mz — 0 to x = I / 2 for pure

torque load (F = 0) This undesirable vanation in geometry can be decreased

with more sophisticated kinematic structures such as parallelograms [Smith92]

or cross beam pivots [YANG94] As mentioned in section 1 3, global sensor feed

back is required anyway to achieve an accuracy sufficient for micropositioning

Thus, inaccuracies and changes in the geometry can be compensated with the

conespondmg actuators

In the following sections, we present two manipulators relying on the aforemen¬

tioned designs, i e
, parallel and flexible structures

4.2 Abalone - A 3-DOF Impact Drive

In section 3 3 we have demonstrated, that the inertial principle is a practical way
to precisely move objects on a horizontal tread It is the aim of this chapter to

investigate a planar inertial mechanism with three DOFs, allowing one to posi¬

tion objects in the field of view of the microscope (cf section 5 11)
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4.2.1 Planar Inertial Drive Configurations

A straightforward solution for a planar inertial mechanism with three DOFs

could be envisioned as a serial stack of three single inertial drives, since it has

well defined directions of actuation. However, this advantage is paid off by

expensive guiding structures. For reasons of simplicity and rigidity, it is a better

strategy to utilize a 3-DOF configuration which is supported by a planar joint.

Fig. 4.5 shows possibilities to generate 3D-impacts (x, y, tp ) acting upon a body

mass mj.

Fig. 4.5: Different designs for planar inertial drives: (a) Stick-slip

drive with three articulated legs, (b) with three impact masses, (c)

setup of Abalone with 3D-impact mass. The actuators can be

arranged in series, as sketched in (c), or in parallel.

As a first solution, the stick-slip principle could be used, as proposed in

[BREGUET95] (fig. 4.5, a). A platform (mi), supported by three point-contact

legs, slides on a flat substrate. Each leg can be moved in the x- and y-directions

relative to the platform by two piezo elements (qtj and ql2). If an appropriate vec¬

tor of voltages V} to V6 is applied to the actuators, the platform moves in the

desired direction on the plane. Rough motion, based on the stick-slip effect, and

fine motion by continuously controlling the voltages is possible in each direction.

According to [Hiller95], we can calculate the mechanism's number ofDOFs:

• number of bodies nB = 1

• number ofjoints nj-3

Each leg has nDOFi = 7 joint-DOFs, i.e., two actuated and five passive DOFs at

the point contact. Hence, the number of DOFs for the mechanism results in
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nDOF
= 6nB- X (6-«£><W = 6 + 3 = 9. (4.7)

i = 1

Three DOFs are assigned to rough motion (between legs and substrate) and fine

motion (body to legs) each. The three remaining DOFs theoretically allow for

changing the distances between the contact points. However, to achieve a reliable

behavior, these ego-motions have to be eliminated by additional constraints. Due

to the piezos' nonlinearity and hysteresis, feedback control on the actuator level

would be required to control the constraint space. In addition, the need for six

actuators and amplifiers to control three DOFs makes it an expensive solution.

A different approach to planar inertial positioning is an impact drive with multi¬

ple impact masses (cf. fig. 4.5, b), as demonstrated in [YAMAGATA90]. The body

mj rests on the tread with a planar joint. If the actuators are properly arranged, it

can be moved arbitrarily in the plane using the inertial principle. However, rela¬

tive to the substrate, each of the impact masses possesses only four DOFs: three

for rough motion in the planar joint, and only one for fine motion with the corre¬

sponding actuator. As a consequence, the resolution of two DOFs is restricted to

the resolution of rough motion (0.2 to 1 pm), which is far poorer than the actua¬

tors' theoretical limit.

The study of the basic impact drive configuration (cf. fig. 3.12) teaches us a sim¬

pler solution: Obviously, the body mass mj moves exactly in the direction of the

impact generated by the actuator P and the mass m2. Thus, in order to achieve a

3D-displacement, we simply have to control the direction of impact on mj, i.e.,

one single impact mass m2 has to be moved in the desired direction by an appro¬

priate arrangement of three actuators, as sketched in fig. 4.5, c.

4.2.2 Design of Abalone1

Mechanism

Since the actuation structure has to be very stiff to generate 3D-impacts in a con¬

trollable manner, a parallel structure (cf. section 4.1.1) is selected for Abalone. It

basically consists of two concentric platforms, which represent m; and m2, con-

1. The name originates from a shell animal living in the sea. It has about the same con¬

tour as the mechanism proposed in this chapter.
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nected by three actuator chains in parallel (fig. 4.6), similar to the one in

[GOSSELIN96]. Each chain contains an elastically preloaded piezoelectric stack-

actuator and two flexible joints (fig. 4.7, b). They conespond to the prismatic (P)

and the rotational (R) joints, respectively, in fig. 4.6.

Abalone's body is cut out of a single piece of titanium by wire erosion (fig. 4.7,

a). The actuators are shrunk into the metal body with an excess of 3.5 pm at room

temperature. This is a very compact and simple means of fixing the piezo ceram¬

ics, since there is no need for screws or glue, that would reduce the mechanism's

quality and strength. In addition, it provides a built-in preload which is necessary

to transmit tensile loads (fig. 4.7, b).

Fig. 4.6: Kinematic Struc- Fig. 4.7: Sketch of (a) Abalone with (b)

ture ofAbalone preloaded piezo stack-actuator

By considering the actuator chain, i.e., the piezo element and the two conespond-

ing hinges, as one joint with one translational and two rotational DOFs, the num¬

ber of Abalone's internal DOFs can be written as

3

nDOF
= 3"B " X (3 ~ nDOF\) = 3-0 = 3 (4.8)

i= 1

The outer platform m2, carrying the tool center point (TCP), can be fine-posi¬

tioned arbitrarily in all three directions by applying an appropriate voltage vector

V = [Vj, V2, Vj] to the actuators. Rough positioning is performed with inertial

2. Compared to steel, aluminum, and bronze, titanium yields the best compromise

between strength, fatigue limit, conosion resistance, and internal damping.
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motion. Fig. 4.8 shows a photograph of the prototype of Abalone and table 4.1

outlines its principal specifications.

transl. rot.

DOF

local range

max. step size

impact factor k

speed at 400 Hz

5.3 pm

3.4 pm

0.73

1 mm/s

<Pz

0.68 mrad

0.4 mrad

0.81

1.2 mrad/s

size

mass

materials

voltage range

32 x 38 x 9 mm3

24g
titanium / PZT

0-100 V

Tab. 4.1: Data ofAbalone

Fig. 4.8: Prototype ofAbalone, bot¬

tom view

Frictional Contact

Abalone is supported by three spherical legs, glued to the inner platform, i.e. mj.

For reasons of wear and to avoid excessive adhesion, we selected ruby hemi¬

spheres (A1203). Due to the non-linear characteristic of friction, the three DOFs

of rough motion are coupled and cannot be treated independently. To minimize

the crosstalk, the tread's surface has to be extremely flat, i.e., the size of asperities
must be much smaller than the addressed nominal step size of the order of some

microns. The friction has to be approximately constant all over the desired work¬

ing range and, at the same time, has to be equal at all three legs. Furthermore the

surface must not be damaged by the moving Abalone. A list of possible substrate

materials is shown in table 4.2.

Although Abalone was able to run on steel and aluminum, the substantial surface

roughness of our grinded test treads caused large disturbances during inertial

motion. According to this critenon, both silicon and glass showed about the

same, convenient behavior. However, after some test movements, the silicon sur¬

face was scratched by the rubies. Conversely, on the harder glass we could not

observe any damage visible under a light microscope.
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material surface finish
roughness Ra

[pm]

compression

strength
[N/mm2]

coefficient

of

friction p

stainless steel ground 1-5 pjn 700 0.12

aluminum eloxated 2-8 pm 240 0.14

silicon wafer plane etched <20nm 500-(3000) 0.11

glass hardened < 100 nm 1000-1300 0.10

Tab. 4.2: Contactproperties ofpossible tread materials (from [DUBBEL90]). The

coefficient offriction p. against ruby was measured on an inclinedplane.

To conclude, we have chosen hardened glass as a tread for all further experi¬
ments. According to Hertz [DUBBEL90], the stress due to Abalone's weight
becomes 43 N/mm2 at the contact point for this material combination.

4.2.3 Kinematics and Workspace

Fine Motion Kinematics

The actuator strokes <?, are several orders of magnitude smaller than the dimen¬

sions of the mechanism. Hence, a linearized relation can be used to calculate the

local kinematic properties. The geometric relation between small link extensions

Q - b?/> <l2> 13^ ^d the resulting displacements AX =[x, y, r (pz]T of the TCP,

expressed in Abalone's coordinate system A (cf. fig. 4.6), is given by

- r-lQ = J
A

_

1
'

X~2

1 -73-2

1 J3 -2

-2 0 -2

'-!
1 1 -2

-73 73 o

-1 -1 -1

(4.9)

where r = 8.7 mm is the distance of the actuators' center line to the geometric
center of Abalone. As can be derived from eq. 4.9, points of constant rotation (pz
are located on planes perpendicular to the diagonal q^ = q2 =

q3 of the joint

space Q. Due to the actuators' restricted stroke of
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q\ <q = 25 pm ,
i = 1 33 (4 10)

these planes are limited by the side walls of a cube as shown in fig 4 9 (a)

Fig. 4.9: Local working range of Abalone (a) 3D representation in

the joint space Q (b) 2D projection along rtyv-axis showing the

boundariesfor pure translation and the absolute limit

Considering these constraints, we can draw the projection of the workspace along
the npvaxis (fig 4 9, b)

Although the maximum displacement pmax is 4/3 qmax, this value is not really
useful, since it exists for six particular directions a only Further, these motions

inevitably cause an angular displacement of <p = ±o /3r Pure translation is

possible only within the (tp = 0)-contour of fig 4 9 Additionally, in order to

achieve a homogenous behavior and to simplify the control, we limit the stroke p

to qmax (fig 4 9, b) The remaining workspace is a double cone inscribed into the

limit cube of the joint space Q given by

J/-(pz| + |p|<<7mfljt , p = 4x2 + y2 (411)

Its axis coincides with the rtp direction, whereas the base circle falls into the

(cp =0) plane, as sketched in fig 4 10

3 The stack actuators used in Abalone can only elongate To allow for symmetric opera

tion, a voltage offset, and consequently a displacement offset is introduced Displace
ments up to ±qmax, which is half of the original unidirectional working range can

then be performed bidrrectionally
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1 -1 q/lmflx

Fig. 4.10: Practical, rotational symmetric workspace ofAbalone

Rough Motion Kinematics

Analogously to the 1-DOF case (cf. eq. 3.28), the step size vector AAX -

expressed in the body-fixed system A - is the difference of an ideal step AaXq =

K AALp and the lost motion AAXlost. The actuator stroke AkLP is a product of

Abalone's local Jacobian J (cf. eq. 4.9) and the joint stroke AQ. Finally, AAX can

be written as

AAX = K AALp - A\ost = K{J. AQ)-AAXlost. (4.12)

A' is a matrix containing the cycle ratio 0 and the impact factors k given by

K =

1-8

Ktrans °

0

0

trans

0 K

0

0

rot

trans

rot

m, +m2
= 0.72

(4.13)

'l + /2
= 0.81

where /j and I2 are the moments of inertia about the z-axis of the body mass and

the impact mass, respectively.

Actually, AAXlost is difficult to calculate for motions other than pure rotation or

pure translation due to unmodeled effects such as non-ideal piezo actuators or the

non-linearity of friction. Therefore, we propose a simplified method to evaluate

AAX, which is presented in section 4.2.5.
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In the following experiments Abalone's pose (x, y, tpz) was measured with the

computer vision system built into our nanorobot system (cf. section 2.4). The

sensor resolution is 50 nm and the accuracy amounts to 250 nm. Translations and

rotations were observed by tracking two objects mounted on Abalone's impact
frame m2. Notice that the pivot object did not necessarily coincide with the rota¬

tional center.

4.2.4 Calibration of Fine Motion

Abalone's kinematic parameters are mostly determined by the shape of its body,
which was cut out of a bulk block by wire erosion. This fabrication process

resulted in a very precise geometric Jacobian J (eq. 4.9), which was confirmed by
finite element (FEM) analysis and speckle interferometry (cf. appendix C). Con¬

trarily, the piezo actuators, used to convert the input voltage V into the joint dis¬

placement Q, are non-linear and subject to creep and ageing. They are the main

sources of error in Abalone's model.

The transformation from the voltage V to the displacement AX can be written as

*X = J-Q = /.(diag(Dp).V) JyV. (4.14)

The fine motion Jacobian Jv is the product of the geometric Jacobian J and a

diagonal matrix dmg(DP), which contains the piezo coefficients dPi, according to

JV =

3

1 1 -2

-73 73 o

-1 -1 -1

PI
0 0

0 dp2 0

0 0 d„
P3

(4.15)

Fitting the parameters dPi to a set of measurements yields the estimated values

Dp and JP given by

Dp =

5.20

5.56

5.20

10 m/V => Jv =

1.73 1.85 -3.47

-3.00 3.21 0

-1.73 -1.85 1.74

10 m/V. (4.16)

The value of DP agrees well with the data specified by the manufacturer (5.5 pm

±10%atl00V).
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4.2.5 Multi-DOF Inertial Motion

Abalone's rough motion behavior is investigated by measuring the displacements
AX for different motions. According to the repeatability criterion of Buechi

[BUECHI96], we ran the amplifier at an amplitude of AV = 50 V instead of the

maximum of 100 V. The stepping frequency and the cycle ratio were set to

/= 400 Hz and 9 = 0.1, respectively.

Rough Motion Calibration

Movements of a length of 100 pm and a number of nsteps = 97 steps, were carried

out in 12 different directions. To test the repeatability, the procedure was repeated
5 times. The goal positions which were regularly distributed on a circle with a

radius p = 100 pm were blindly approached, i.e., without sensor feedback. The

result is presented in fig. 4.11.

o desired

+ measured

— fitted

/= 400 Hz

AK=50V

n =
97

"steps
7'

0 50

x\\im]

Fig. 4.11: Performance test ofAbalone's rough motion.

There are two main deviations from the expected rotational-symmetric behavior:

• The circle of goals (fig. 4.11, desired) is deformed to an ellipse (fig. 4.11,

measured). Similar to fine motion (cf. eq. 4.15), this effect originates from

different piezo constants dPi. Therefore, we adjusted the rough motion
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parameters of the actuators to the measurement. The updated model was used

to calculate corrected goal positions relying on the same control signals V as

before (fig. 4.11, fitted). The mean error between the updated goals, i.e., the

calibrated model, and the measured positions is smaller than 7 % of the

desired displacement.
• The significant translational offset pretends an asymmetric behavior of Aba¬

lone. To find the reason for this path following error, we turned Abalone by
180° around its z-axis. The same experiment before and after the rotation

yielded a comparable length and direction of the offset motion with respect
to the world system W. Our conclusion is, that external forces originating
from an inclination of the tread or Abalone's wiring are the reason for this

shift effect. This issue will be discussed below.

Correspondingly, for rotations we obtained a step size of 0.155 mrad ±3% as

well as a translational shift with the same direction as above.

Reduced Modelfor Rough Motion

Inertial drives are normally run with a constant step size ||AX||. Hence, it is ade¬

quate to calibrate them for a nominal step size Axnom. If the components of A X-

l0st are
small compared to Axnom, it is possible to approximate A^X (cf. eq. 4.12)

with a single rough-motion Jacobian Jy rousn
according to

lim AAX~KJAQ = KJ- diag(Dp .) • AV =

l|AX,M,|H0
P'r°Ugh

, (4.17)
= JV, rough

AV

where DPrough contains the effective piezo parameters for rough motion. Fitted to

the above experiments, the estimated value Jy rougn
for the rough Jacobian

JV, rough
= K J diag(£>P) rough) amounts to'

•'V, rough

5.2 7.1 -13.6

9.0 12.3 0

6.7 9.2 8.8

10 9m/V.

The elements of Jy roUoh are Dv a factor of 2-3 smaller than the estimated fine

motion Jacobian Jv (cf. eq. 4.16). The reason for this can be found in the impact
factors K (eq. 4.13), the piezo's non-linearity, and the non-zero AXlost. Neverthe-
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less, the reduced model yields an estimation of AX with a maximum error

beyond 10%, which is sufficient for sensor guided or teleoperated positioning.

Repeatability

An important factor for feedback control is repeatability. A good repeatability of

the plant leads to fast convergence, which is especially meaningful for controllers

with a low control rate, caused, for example, by the slow information processing
of vision data (cf. section 2.4).

We performed 50 uncalibrated displacements with a length of 100 pm in x-direc-

tion. The result, shown in fig. 4.12, is a standard deviation of ox = 0.94 pm and

a = 0.72 pm (~ 83 prad) in radial and lateral direction, respectively. This is less

than 1% of the desired displacement and corresponds to the error calculations

based on variation of friction [BUECHI96].

+ measured

O average

— uncertainty

/= 400 Hz

AV=50V

nsteps —
"

*

105 106 107 108 109 110

jc[pm]

Fig. 4.12: Endposition of50 movements in x-direction

Motion on Inclined Planes

During rough motion, Abalone is very sensitive to load forces. We investigated
this characteristic by moving Abalone on an inclined plane.

Let the tread be tilted by an angle -|$ about die y-axis. Abalone moves in the

radial direction p, which spans an angle a with the x-axis (fig. 4.13). During the

slip phases the inner platform m^ is accelerated according to eq. 4.18. Notice that

in the general case the direction of the acceleration jc'j is not parallel to the direc¬

tion of motion cp. Due to the constant value of the coefficient of friction pfe (cf.
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~S- V-k'ep~S- sinp-e^. (4.

e is a unit vector pointing in the actual direc¬

tion of motion and e
,

denotes the unit vector

in x-direction.

gsinp

Fig. 4.13: Definition of the tilted setup

appendix A), the period of slip after the fall-phase is prolonged due to the tread's

inclination. This yields additional losses in both radial (ep) and tangential (eT)
direction. Thus, in contrast to the single-DOF case (cf. section 3.3.2), an external

force not only changes the length of a step ||AX||, but it also leads to deviations

from the desired direction of motion ep.

In the experiment, Abalone performed five repetitions of displacements of

100 pm in the directions a = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and 180° each. The results for tilt

angles P = ±1
°

(±20 %) are compared to the horizontal case in fig. 4.14. In agree-

nsteps ~
"

'

Fig. 4.14: Rough motion on an inclined plane. Each displacement was

performedfrom the origin (0/0) to the indicated goal position.
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ment with the theoretical analysis, we obtain a shift in AX of about -0.25 pm/° in

the x-direction, i.e., 25% of the step size per degree. Also, the aforementioned

crosstalk is confirmed qualitatively by a reduction of the y-components.

According to our model, the path following error due to the load sensitivity of

multi-DOF inertial motion can be reduced as follows:

• External load forces and inclinations of the tread must be minimized.

• The frictional force F^ can be augmented, e.g by a larger preload FN* or by

increasing the coefficient of friction nk using specific materials.

• The mechanical model can be extended with a multi-DOF lost motion term,

which incorporates a known or estimated load FL.

Center Stability

If Abalone is rotated, the drift motion, observed in former experiments, as well as

frictional variations cause significant deviations from the desired trajectory. To

quantify this effect, we investigated the center stability during a full circular rota¬

tion. The result is presented in fig. 4.15. Notice that the tracked objects used as a

reference for position and orientation do not coincide with Abalone's center.

measured

position

shift-corrected

position and
orientation

fitted circle

/= 400 Hz

AV=50V

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

x [mm]

Fig. 4.15: Position and orientation ofan objectfixed to Abalone's iner¬

tialframe during a 420°-rotation.

4. which is currently the gravitational force.
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There is a translational offset of about 1 mm after 360° of rotation which is about

1.5% of the distance travelled by the ruby contact points (78 mm). To obtain the

shift-corrected path, we interpolated this offset from the start to the end and sub¬

tracted it from the measured data. Then, its maximum deviation from the fitted

circle trajectory is less than 0.4 mm.

The main reason for this poor performance can be found in Abalone's geometry.

Due to technical limitations the length of the actuator lever, r = 8.7 mm, and the

diameter of the planar frictional joint (rubies) cannot be scaled down to the same

extent as the typical displacements in micropositioning. Most of the "actuation

energy" is required to rotate Abalone, whereas only a negligible part serves for

translation. Thus, the positioning accuracy becomes rather poor if rotations are

involved.

The center stability can be improved by the following means:
• sequentially performing rotations and translations

• redesign with a decreased distance of both the actuators and the legs from the

rotational center

• feedback control of Abalone's position, eventually with on-line estimation of

the model parameters [Pappas96].

4.2.6 Vibrations

Inertial drives produce significant vibration during rough motion sequences (cf.

fig. 3.18), which can obstruct the manipulation task. In this section we investigate
remedies to minimize these vibrations.

Abalone's Resonances

Fig. 4.16 presents the frequency response of Abalone resting on its ruby legs. The

three resonances between 2 kHz and 2.5 kHz (1 to 3) can be approximated by

out-of-plane vibrations of the almost rigid outer platform m2. Conversely, the fol¬

lowing modes (4, 5, and higher) are planar bending oscillations of exactly this

frame.

If a cover is mounted on Abalone to form a working platform for microopera-
tions, the resonances are lowered to frequencies beginning at about 1.2 kHz

[ROMI97]. A detailed FEM analysis of the dynamic behavior as well as the exper¬

imental verification is presented in appendix C.
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frequency [kHz]

Fig. 4.16: Frequency response ofAbalone.

Spectrum ofthe Input Signal

The input signal triangle(x,9), used to perform steps with the inertial principle,
and its spectrum are shown in fig. 4.17. The Fourier coefficients are given by

1

J«(x)= 2- cos(2ji/i t)

sin(2it« • t)
dx, w(T) = - • triangle(x, 0), (4.19)

r~2 72
cn =

4an
+ bn> (4.20)

where t = t/T is the dimensionless time. Since die harmonics n fade out slowly
with an exponent between -1 and -2, there is sufficient energy in the harmonics to

a)
triangle(x, 8)

b)

<c e
•
T

I

/\
/.

t_
T

0.4

0.35

u 0.3
u

"S 0.25

0.15

0.1

0.05

' 1

271

' <

' >

1 1 M T T T
123456789 10

relative frequency n = co / to0

Fig. 4.17: (a) Normalized triangle waveform and (b) its fourier-spec-

trumforQ = 0.1.
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excite one or more of Abalone's weakly damped resonances. To allow for precise

manipulations, the input signal has to be modified.

Modified Wave Form

Excessive vibration at Abalone's resonance frequencies can be avoided by cut¬

ting off the signal spectrum at a limit frequency fmwc5. The modified signal is

reconstructed from the first nmax harmonics according to

"max

trianlge ,(t) = - + "V a cos(2nn t) + b sin(27tn-T) (4.21)

n = 1

a)
^__^

b)

°'D| I | I I 1 e = e6 = o.i65

Fig. 4.18: (a) Fourier coefficients c,(9) between pure saw tooth (9 = 0)
and symmetric triangle (9 = 0.5), (b) modified triangle wave com¬

posed of the first 5 harmonics at 9 = 9g = 0.165.

According to fig. 4.18 (a), all Fourier coefficients cn with «>2 periodically
become zero with growing cycle ratio 9. We benefit from this characteristic by
selecting nmax = 5 and 9 = 96 = 0.165 ( => c6 = 0). The result is the voltage sig¬
nal drawn in fig. 4.18 (b).

Fig. 4.19 compares the result of inertial motion using the modified wave trian-

glemod(t) (b) to the original wave at 9 = 0.05 (a) at a frequency. With the modified

5. The spectrum has to be cut off below Abalone's first resonance//. Due to higher
modes it is not sufficient to eliminate only a finite number of harmonics.
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Fig. 4.19: Influence of the bandwidth of the input signal, (a) triangle
wave atQ = 0.05,(b) modified triangle composed offive harmon¬

ics at 0 = 0.165, f= 200 Hz.

signal, which was limited to a frequency of 1 kHz, we were able to eliminate the

parasitic oscillation during the slip phase (2.5 kHz) almost completely. However,

this method causes prolonged fall times tf and smaller peak accelerations. Conse¬

quently, Ac decreases from the original value of 1.35 pm to 0.86 pm. A beneficial

side effect of this limited-bandwidth control is the reduced input power and thus

the lower demands to the driver.

To conclude, the input wave form for inertial drives must be selected depending
on the constraints of the task. If a high velocity is desired, one has to apply sig¬
nals with a slope as steep as possible. On the other hand, for high precision
motions, which do not tolerate excessive disturbances, it is advantageous to clip
the input signal at the cost of lower rough motion speed.

4.2.7 Discussion of Abalone and its Applicability

Abalone possesses a large working range and an extremely high resolution. Due

to its inherent stability and a repeatability of about 1% of the desired displace¬
ment it is able to approach a goal roughly without any sensor. However, for accu¬

rate positioning tasks feedback control is inevitable to eliminate errors

originating from creep, hysteresis, frictional variations, and load effects. Aba¬

lone's stable characteristic allows for controlling with a slow sample rate. As an

example, a high precision application using computational vision feedback is

demonstrated in section 5.3.2
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Global sensors, such as vision, are usually not fast and accurate enough to allow

for positioning with nm-accuracy A possible relief is to run Abalone as a servo

drive, 1 e
,
to add a local feedback loop based on additional joint or local sensors

Abalone is preferably used as a horizontal 3 DOF table to position objects under

a microscope (cf section 5 2 2) To render 6 DOF manipulations possible, three

out-of-plane DOFs (z, <px, tpv) have to be added, as sketched in fig 4 20 Such a

spatial mechanism is presented in section 4 3

object tool

<P»-0lf"
^x x^v

NanoPod

Fig. 4.20: Distribution ofDOFs

4.3 NanoPod - A Flexible Spatial Platform

For operation under a light microscope a robot has to be small and must not

impair the image acquisition Vanous designs of micromanipulators with three or

more DOFs are reported in the literature Keller proposes a 3 DOF serial chain

microrobot [Keller96] However, due to its compliancy it is not suitable for

manipulations in the sub-micrometer range Further, it requires extremely small

fabncational tolerances These drawbacks can be eliminated with parallel mecha

msms, such as presented in [Pernette96][Lee89] Mainly, they are tripod struc¬

tures, as sketched in fig 4 21, le, a reduced form of the Stewart platform

[Stewart65] Their handicap is the limited working range, originating from the

use of both piezoelectric actuators and flexible joints

To circumvent this restriction, we propose a new design, NanoPod6 It is a flexi¬

ble parallel manipulator dedicated for micropositioning along the z-, (px ,
and tpy

direction (cf fig 4 20)

6 A parallel nanometer resolution mechanism based on a tripod structure
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moving platform

extensible

link

base platform

Fig. 4.21: Reduced 3-DOF Steward platformfor out-of-plane motions,

equipped with prismatic actuators (P) and spherical (S) and

cylindrical (R) joints [HUNT83].

4.3.1 Kinematics of NanoPod

To enlarge the working range of the above tripod mechanism (cf. fig. 4.21), we

have changed the design as follows:

• The local joint deformation has been distributed over an extended region to

allow for large displacements (cf. section 4.1.2). This has been realized by

replacing the RPS (rotational-prismatic-spherical) drive trains with flexible

beams.

• The piezo stacks (P) have been exchanged for large stroke actuators. In our

prototype we used a serial anangement of micrometer screws and piezo actu¬

ators. For future designs, crawling drives (cf. section 3.2) such as Inchworm

motors [Burleigh95] could be employed.

The resulting design of NanoPod is outlined in fig. 4.22, whereas the principal

structure is shown in fig. 4.23.

For the kinematic analysis, the flexible elements are considered as 6-DOF joints

(3R3P) which store energy during elastic deformation. The number of DOFs is

given by

n,

nDOF
= 6nB ~ X (6 ~ nDOFi) = 6-3- (-1) = 9, (4.22)

i= 1

i.e. all three actuators and the platform's six DOFs could be adjusted indepen¬

dently. Nevertheless, due to the elastic energy Wel stored in the beams there are

six additional constraints, which represent the minimum of the potential energy:
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moving platform

flexible beam

large-
stroke

actuator

Fig. 4.22: Basic design ofNanoPod
Fig. 4.23: Kinematic configu¬

ration ofNanopod

dw
el

dxt
= 1 ...6. (4.23)

Herein, Fi is a generalized force acting on the platform and xl the platform's cor¬

responding generalized coordinate (position or orientation). NanoPod can thus be

considered a 3-DOF mechanism with a finite stiffness. Due to geometric non-lin¬

earity and the parallel loop structure, it is difficult to calculate the platform's for¬

ward and inverse kinematics or its dynamic model analytically. That is why we

derived a numerical model with FEM analysis, using the software package
ANSYS® [ANSYS95].

The chosen approach of distributed flexibility yields new problems, which are

investigated in the following:
• low natural frequencies due to reduced link stiffness

• vibration excitation originating from the stepping drives (cf. section 3.2)
• plastic deformation and creep in the flexible elements causing ineversibility,

hysteresis, and fatigue.

4.3.2 Experimental setup

The test rig of NanoPod is shown in fig. 4.24. It consists of a platform carrying a

marker at its tool center point (TCP) and three flexible beams [ANQUETIL97].

They are spring steel wires which are glued into holes in the platform. Each

spring base can be moved in z-direction by a serial anangement of a micrometer
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stage for large motions and a piezo actuator for high resolution displacements.

Additional micrometer screws are intended to adjust the geometry of NanoPod's

base triangle in the x/y-plane. The dimensions are indicated in table 4.3.

DOF

transl. range

rotational range

Z, <$>X, <?y
15 mm

±25°

resolution 2nm/

lateral stiffness kx, ky

0.07 prad
376 N/m

first resonant freq. 27 Hz

platform diameter 2r

beam length /

64 mm

20 mm

beam diameter dB 0.3 mm

materials: platform aluminum,

beams spring steel

Tab. 4.3: Data ofNanoPod

platform

flexible beam I

piezo actuator

micrometer stages

Fig. 4.24: Prototype of NanoPod

The TCP's pose is infened using a light microscope. Since the employed 2D-

vision system measures displacements perpendicular to the optical axis only, the

whole mechanism was tilted by 90° with respect to the microscope. Hence, we

were able to observe displacements along to the x, z, and (py-directions with a

resolution of 100 nm. Due to NanoPod's threefold symmetry, we assumed its

behavior to be homogenous in the x/y plane .
It was therefore sufficient, to exam¬

ine the TCP motion in the axial (z) and radial (x and (py) directions.

4.3.3 Large Motions

Obviously, displacements in the z-direction are simple rigid body motions with¬

out any change in the geometry of the flexible structure. Such translations are

trivial and limited by the actuators' stroke only. More interestingly, rotations

about the x- and y-axes cause deformations in the beams.

7. This assumption was confirmed by FEM simulations
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with xTCp the mean value of all TCP positions xTCPi. The result is an optimum
of s = 10.47 mm, i.e., about half of the beam length /.

A comparison of FEM simulation and experiment using the optimized distance s

is presented in fig. 4.26. The qualitative results are in close agreement with each

other. Interestingly, the real structure exhibits a smaller shift than the model in

the simulation. The difference is firstly due to model inaccuracies, but also due to

a significant lateral creep xTCp (2 pm/min at tp = 26°). This effect, which

originates from the visco-elastic behavior of the glue used to fix the wires, allows

the platform to partially relax back to the center during the measurement. A pos¬

sibility to reduce this creep is to clamp the wires mechanically on the platform
without any polymer layer in between.
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Fig. 4.26: Lateral shift xTCP ofNanoPod's TCP due to rotations around

the y-axis (<px = 0).

To summarize, the TCP's maximum lateral shift within a working range of ±30
°

is smaller than ±100 pm, which is sufficient for operation under the light micro¬

scope. Large displacements are encountered at the border of the working range.

A range reduction could therefore significantly improve the behavior, e.g.

\xTCp\ < ^ ^m at a ranSe °f l^jt' *Pv| < 22°

8. The optimization was performed independently for the FEM model and the experi¬
mental data and led to almost the same value for s.
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Bending Stress

The platform's virtual center of rotation is situated approximately at a distance

s ~ 1/2 from the platform center C. According to eq. 4.4, this indicates almost a

pure torque and hence, an equally distributed deformation along the flexible ele¬

ments. The bending stress can be approximated by

On =

d

I
'

<Pv (4.26)

For a tilt angle of (f> = 20° this yields a value of 450 N/mm
,
as can be

observed for beam 3 in fig. 4.27.

a) deformed

undeformed

C^

b) ^^sp^
^ maximum stress

^^ <W = 990 N/mm2
A %

.1

^
450NW

Fig. 4.27: Excitation of <py = 20°, i.e. Q = (+10.0, -10.0, 0)T mm, (a)

deformed shape, (b) bending stress along the beams

Due to geometric non-linearity, the stress distribution in the beams 1 and 2

becomes highly uneven at large deflections, as fig. 4.27, (b) shows. At an dis¬

placement of 30° the FEM simulation indicates a theoretical maximum of 1400

N/mm
,
which is significantly higher than the elastic limit of spring steel (1000

N/mm ~^zeiast = 4-8%). Thus, to avoid plastic deformation, the rotational

range has to be reduced or NanoPod's geometry is to be changed. This could be

done with longer and/or thinner wires (cf. eq. 4.26). Nevertheless, the limit of

this form of parameter tuning is given by the minimum stiffness required for

micromanipulation.
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4.3.4 Local Kinematics

For the design of a controller, the local kinematics and dynamics of NanoPod,

i.e., Jacobian /, resonant frequencies, and stiffness of the mechanism, are of high

importance.

Jacobian

The relation between the actuator displacement dQ and the deflection of the TCP

dX depends on the actual position:

dX = J(yx, <py) dQ ,
dX =

dz dq1

rd<px , dQ = dq2
r dyy dq3

(4.27)

where r = AC =32 mm is the platform radius (cf. fig. 4.22). Due to geometric

non-linearity J(tyx, <pv) is difficult to calculate explicitly except for certain, well

defined positions. E.g. in the undeformed shape (yx, (p., = 0) it is given by

A«Pv. «Pv)
vi

_

0
~

l l l

-1 -1 2

73 -73 o

(4.28)

The reader might have noticed the evident similarity to Abalone's Jacobian (cf.

eq. 4.9), which is caused by the same triple-symmetry.

The non-linear change of /(cpr, (pv) was evaluated numerically with FEM analy-
sis and experimentally at NanoPod's prototype .

In table 4.4 we compare the

results to the analytical model J0 at two different positions. The elements of J

vary less than 7% of the nominal value in the entire working range. This allows

the implementation of a feedback controller with a time-invariant, nominal Jaco¬

bian Jnom. Alternatively, thanks to the smooth dependency on the structure's

position, an inexpensive approximation model or an adaptive controller

[PAPPAS96] is relatively trivial to implement.

9. Due to the measurement setup only z- and ^-displacements could be observed.
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method <PV = o° <PV = 20°

analytical

0.333 0.333 0.333

-0.333 -0.333 0.666

0.577 -0.577 0

-

FEM

0.333 0.333 0.333

-0.333 -0.333 0.666

0.577 -0.577 0

0.337 0.323 0.338

-0.317 -0.343 0.670

0.550 0.558 0.008

measured

0.352 0.332 0.327

0.576 0.576 0.015

0.360 0.312 0.329

0.550 -0.573 0.013

Tab. 4.4: Comparison ofNanoPod's Jacobian at two different positions (q>x = 0).

Frequency Response

The flexible beams, which carry the platform, are subject to lateral bending. Due

to the resulting compliance along the corresponding directions (x, y, <pz) Nano¬

Pod is susceptible to low frequency disturbances. Fig. 4.28 presents the response

to a harmonic excitation, measured with a laser interferometer.

For lateral translation (x, y) and axial rotation (tpz) we consider the deformation

to take place in the flexible beams only, forcing them into an S-shape. Then, the

structure's stiffness ktnms and kmt can be approximated by

\2E1

kx ~ ky ~~ ktrans ~ 3 ' kbeam ~ 3
B

= 376 N/m, (4.29)

k = 3r k,
rot beam

1 l2EIR
= 3r —- = 0.393 Nm/rad, (4.30)

I

respectively, where E is the Young's modulus of steel (2.1 • 10 N/mm ) and IB
the beam's second moment of area. We obtain resonant frequencies of
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A -

oT'
2jc

trans
= 35.5 Hz

m
platform

(4.31)

f2 ~

2k'
rot

= 52.7 Hz, (4.32)

Z, platform

where mplatf-orm and IZtPialform denote the platform's mass (7.55 10"3 kg) and its

rotational inertia about the z-axis (3.59 10 kgm ), respectively.
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Fig. 4.28: NanoPod'sfrequency response.

The difference between calculation and experiment originates from unmodeled

compliances (glue, actuators) and the simplified calculation, such as neglect of

the beams' mass and the platform's asymmetrical geometry. Dynamic FEM anal¬

ysis demonstrated a maximum variation of the first two natural frequencies of

less than 15% in the entire workspace (ta, (pi < 30°).
At any rate, these frequencies are much too low for operation in the microscopic

range. Firstly, the structure is likely to be excited by acoustic noise or electro¬

magnetic fields (50 Hz!). Without any signal applied to the actuators, we mea¬

sured a RMS noise of 26 nm in the TCP's x-coordinate during a period of one

minute. Secondly, the low eigenfrequencies and the systems small damping yield

long transient phases of the order of several hundred milliseconds.

One would in the first instant try to increase the stiffness k, and thus the resonant

frequencies fres by scaling the beams' dimensions d and I. From eq. 4.29 and eq.

4.30 follows that the stiffness k is proportional to
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2 h d4
fres"k~i~%- («3)

r r

However, this strategy increases the actuator loads, too. They can be estimated by

deriving the elastic energy Wei stored in the structure by the corresponding coor¬

dinate qt according to

F. =

1

dqt dqt
V j- i o

\

l
" (4.34)

where p (%) is the bending radius of beam j at the location !;. An upper limit to

these forces is given by the actuators' limited power and strength. Thus, the

potential of stiffness adaptation by means of geometric scaling is by far to small

for the required magnitude of stiffening. A more promising approach is proposed
in the following section.

4.3.5 Discussion and Possible Improvements

Compared to conventional manipulators, NanoPod's principal advantages are its

simple structure and uncritical fabricational tolerances. By using 1-DOF crawl¬

ing actuators and ordinary spring steel wires, we have built an inexpensive spatial

micropositioning stage with a high 3D-resolution.

Limits ofNanoPod

In the current configuration, Nanopod can be used as a (z<px<p ) - stage with the

following specifications:
• rotational range of ±20 °, determined by the elastic limit of the beams

• lateral shift of ±25 pm within the above working range, 100 pm at ±30
°

• lateral and axial stiffness of 376 N/m and 0.393 Nm/rad, respectively
• first resonant frequencies of the order of 30 Hz.

To meet the requirements for the NanoRobot (cf. section 2.4), the platform's
static and dynamic stability has to be augmented significantly.
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Improved design - NanoPod II

NanoPod's lower vibrational modes are lateral oscillation of the rigid platform

(x, y, cpz), i.e., perpendicular to the actuation space (z, (px, tpy). The mechanism

thus has to be stiffened by introducing an additional structure which is compliant

in z-, cpx-, and (py-direction, but stiff along the other DOFs. Such a support could

be a slotted membrane or a set of additional beams. Our proposition - NanoPod

II - is presented in fig. 4.29. Here, stiffening is realized by means of three tangen¬

tial beams (2), similar to those used to transmit the actuators' displacement (1).

In contrast to the first construction (cf. fig. 4.23), loads acting on the platform

mainly generate tension and pressure in the six beams, whereas the desired dis¬

placements are still covered by bending deformation.

hi J., ^j
pf] transmission beam

ql

m

|~2~1 lateral beam

B

J*.-— —
C

undeformed

deformed

Fig. 4.29: Design ofNanoPod II, using

additionalflexible beams (2).

Fig. 4.30: FEM simulation of

Nano-Pod IPs y-rotation.

FEM simulations with lateral beams of diameter 0.3 mm and length 60 mm

yielded a stiffness of 3.72 • 105 N/m and 583 Nm/rad in the radial and axial

directions, respectively. The resulting resonant frequencies are located above

500 Hz, which significantly reduces the sensitivity to external excitations.

The stabilization with a laterally-stiff structure has the additional advantage of

decreasing lateral shifts xc of the platform center C. If the remaining enor has to

be reduced further, one or more bases of the lateral beams (fig. 4.29, D) could be

articulated with additional actuators. With the help of a calibrated feed-forward

model or sensor feedback, it should then be possible to keep the platform at its

initial position or control it in six DOFs.
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4.4 Summary of Multi-DOF Micromanipulation

In this chapter we presented two high resolution 3-DOF mechanisms relying on

the stepping principle. Their major parameters are summarized in table 4.5.

feature Abalone NanoPod

DOFs x, y, <PZ Z, <p*> <Pv

workspace: translational

rotational

20 mm

570° (wires!)

15 mm

20°

resolution: translational

rotational

< 10 nm

< 1.2 prad

<2nm

< 0.07 prad

first resonant frequency 1.2 kHz 27 Hz

actuation, voltage stack piezos, 100 V Inchworms, 1000 V

size 32 x 38 x 9 mm3 064 x 80 mm3

Tab. 4.5: Comparison of3-DOF stepping mechanisms

Abalone is a planar, piezo-driven 3-DOF platform relying on the inertial princi¬

ple. Due to its compact parallel design, it possesses high resonant frequencies
and is therefore adequate for fast and accurate positioning tasks on horizontal

planes. Abalone has a repeatability of better than 1 % of the performed displace¬
ment and an extremely high local resolution in the nanometer domain.

Complementary to Abalone, NanoPod is a spatial mechanism, actuated by

crawling drives. Based on a distributed-flexible structure, it provides a high 3D-

resolution and a large workspace. For use under a light microscope, the configu¬
ration simply consists of three actuators, three flexible beams, and a rigid plat¬
form. If the mechanism has to work under a SEM, undesirable displacements
could be compensated by additional actuators and beams.

The combination of these two multi-DOF mechanisms into a robot system with

six relative DOFs will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Micromanipulation not only requires a robot able to perform spatial movements.

There is also the need for tools to grip the parts as well as for devices that control

the robot or provide an interface to the macro-world (cf. fig. 1.2). The coopera¬

tion of such instruments generates various constraints on the design of a micro¬

manipulator. These aspects are discussed within the framework of the ETHZ-

NanoRobotics project (cf. section 2.4).

As an experimental platform for all other members of the project, a prototype of a

microrobot has been built. The micropositioning mechanisms investigated

throughout section 2 to section 4 are used to form a multi-arm manipulator.

Experiments demonstrate the performance of our micromanipulation system.

Finally, a proposition for an improved future design is outlined.

5.1 Considerations on Handling of Microparts

The fundamental constraints determining the size as well as the kinematic config¬
uration of a robot dedicated for microhandling arise from die microscope needed

to observe the processes. Other important parameters are the tools' geometry and

the kinematic requirements for basic handling operations, i.e., the skills neces¬

sary to deal with microparts.
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5.1.1 Microscopic Environment

This class of determinants can be divided into optical, geometrical and SEM-spe-
cific limitations (table 5.1).

constraint value consequence

optical

field of view

(FoV) much

smaller than

working range

LM: 0.9 x 0.7 mm2

(at66x ),

SEM: 20 x 20 pm2
(atlO'OOOx )

both objects and tool(s) must

be brought into the FoV,

rotational axes should closely
cross in one point

short depth of

field
< 100 pm

necessity to change plane of

focus, i.e. either object or

gripper is in focus

visibility
20° stereo angle +
5° beam cones

no part of the robot allowed in

the visibility cone during

precise operations

geometrical
limited distance

to objective lens

distance: 31 mm,

diameter: 90 mm

small manipulator,
limited x and/or y rotations

limited space in

the SEM's cavity
few dm3 small and simple mechanism

SEM electron beam
vacuum: 10"5 mbar,

e~-current: <200 pA

vacuum compat., no lubricants,

small heat dissipation,
low field emission (E, H)

Tab. 5.1: Constraints to the manipulator originatingfrom the microscope.

As shown in fig. 5.1 the microscope has an extremely limited working volume

i.e., a field of view (FoV) x depth of field, of (700x900) x 100 pm3. Botii the

objects and the tools - which we from now on call "agents" - have to be visible

during handling and assembly operations. Thus, the robot must be able to posi¬
tion them independently in the microscope's working volume. For example, each

1. If not explicitly mentioned, the light microscope's properties are addressed.
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agent requires actuation along the z-direction to move into the microscope's nar¬

row focal region, although one vertical DOF would be sufficient to adjust the dis¬

tance between two agents. Therefore, a redundant robot, having more DOFs than

the specified 5-6 DOFs for microhandling (cf. section 2.4), is needed.

Fig. 5.1: Cross section through the stereo light microscope (Zeiss SV

11) showing the space availablefor the robot's operation and the

relationship between workspace and sensing region.

5.1.2 The Robot's Tools

For handling particles of different size and shape and to allow for hand-in-hand

operation, two different tools have been integrated in the nanorobot. Both of them

rely on contact gripping, i.e., the target object is in mechanical contact with the

tool during gripping.

Tweezer [GREITMANN95]

The tweezer consists of a bimorph actuator finger and a piezoresistive sensor fin¬

ger with a length of 1500 pm and a thickness of 10 pm each. It is thermally actu¬

ated and can grasp objects with clamping forces of up to several mN. Since it is
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able to transmit torques and thus, allows us to rotate the grasped objects in a

manipulation system, the corresponding manipulator arm should be equipped
with one or two orientational DOFs. However, due to shading of the microparts

by the tweezer, the useful range of rotation is limited to less than 90°.

Vacuum Tool [ZESCH97]

Micro sucking tools normally consist of glass pipettes pulled from mm-sized

glass tubes. Diameters of fractions of a micrometer can be achieved, depending
on the task. Pipettes grasp the workpiece from one side only and thus, are well

suited to operate at locations difficult to access such as grooves or holes. The

simplicity in adjusting the active gripping area by the fabrication process facili¬

tates an adaptation to the particle size. A major drawback, however, is the non-

compatibility with the SEM environment (vacuum). Also, the capacity in trans¬

mitting torques is limited, which results in reduced clamping stability.

To adjust the micropart's orientation, the tools have to be rotated with respect to

the object table. At the same time, the object's position must not be changed, or

at least has to be kept within the microscope's FoV. As a consequence, all rota¬

tional axes of the robot should intersect more or less precisely at this fixed spot2.
This characteristic can be realized with mechanical means (cf. section 3.3.3) or

by compensating the translational shift with sensor feedback.

5.1.3 Skills Required for Microhandling

By microhandling we mean pick-and-place operations at arbitrary positions and

orientations as well as assembly operations, which require application of forces.

For picking a target object, the tool has to approach this object close enough to

grasp it and then to lift it from the substrate (cf. fig. 5.2, a). During the transport

phases loss of parts is avoided by maintaining the gripping force (cf. fig. 5.2,b).

However, for small particles (< 100 pm) the adhesion between gripper and object
is usually sufficient to guarantee stable holding. The most difficult sub-task is the

deposition [Fearing95b]. Small objects can only be released from the gripper
thanks to the adhesion force between object and substrate or by stripping them

off at an edge (cf. fig. 5.2, c). During picking (a) and placing (c), the manipulator
has to perform short, but precise movements, whereas in phase (b) the accuracy is

2. which obviously has to coincide with the microscope's point of focus.
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less crucial than the ability to transport and orient the objects over long distances.

Also, phase (b) does not demand full visibility to the object.

Fig. 5.2: Basic skills for pick-and-place operations: a) pick, b) hold

and transport, c) place.

During assembly operations, the tool has to hold microparts robustly and has to

apply forces necessary for the process. The robot arm carrying the tool must be

stiff enough to tackle stiction and adhesion forces between the microparts.

5.2 Kinematic Layout of the Robot

5.2.1 Multi-Arm Configuration

The most intuitive way to perform spatial handling operations is to use a 6-DOF

manipulator. However, this approach causes complicated mechanisms with long

and compliant actuator chains. A different approach is to split the robot into sep¬

arate arms each of them bearing its individual DOFs. If designed correctly, a tool

mounted on one arm - the tool carrier - can be moved arbitrarily, i.e. in 6 DOFs,

relative to a workpiece attached to the other arm - the object carrier.

The following rules determine the distribution of DOFs:

• To obtain a compact design, it is advisable to split the rotational DOFs,

i.e. not to concentrate them in one arm.

• For redundant axes, only one of them needs high mechanical resolution.

• Translational shifts which exceed the dimensions of the FoV must be

compensated by additional actuators of the same arm to maintain visibil¬

ity of the corresponding agent .

3. This item becomes important for the extremely small FoV at high magnifications of

the microscope (SEM: 20 x 20 pm at lO'OOO x ).
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• Due to the short focal length, i.e., the limited space under the micro¬

scope, large tilt angles tpx, (py are difficult to obtain. To tilt more than 45°,
both arms involved have to perform part of the rotation.

Together with the constraints given from the microscope (section 5.1.1) these

consideration lead to a distribution of DOFs shown in table 5.2.

task DOF range resolution

object
carrier

planar positioning objects x.y 10 mm 10 nm

focusing z 10 mm 10 pm

orientation of objects <Pz 360° 0.1°

tilting of objects <Px 45-90° 0.1°

tool

carrier(s)
vertical motion, focusing Z 10 mm 10 pm

removal from the FoV xor y 10 mm 10 pm

drift compensation (if needed) x>y 1-2 mm 10 pm

orientation of tool(s) <Py , (<Px) 45-90° 0.1°

Tab. 5.2: Specificationsfor the robot's arms.

5.2.2 Prototype of the Nanorobot

The need for two different tools and the multi-arm approach directly leads to the

following manipulator configuration with three arms:

• As the central element of the object carrier, Abalone (cf. section 4.2)
serves as a planar positioning table. It is lifted up and down by a com¬

mercially available micrometer stage [NEWPORT95] and carries

TableCrab to tilt the objects (cf. section 3.3.3).
• The gripper is mounted on a y/z-stage and can be rotated around a hori¬

zontal axis by NanoCrab (cf. section 3.3.3).
• A third micrometer stage moves the pipette in x and z direction.

Fig. 5.3 presents a photo of the nanorobot's prototype and also specifies its prin¬

cipal parameters.
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object ;arner (Abalone)

x, y 15 mm / 10 nm

z 25 mm / 1 pm

<Pz 360°/ 1 prad

9x ±40 "/01 prad

gripper arm

x z 13 mm / 1 pm

tpy 360° / 0 1 prad

pipette arm

y, z 25 mm / 1 pm

/ \
range / resolution

Fig. 5.3: Close up view of the nanoiobot prototype showing the manip

ulator's main elements and the corresponding DOFs

5.2.3 Kinematic Model

To design the controller, the kinematic model of the robot, particularly its Jaco¬

bian, has to be known Fig 5 4 sketches the geometrical relationships The joint

parameters qt of the model are indicated in table 5 3.

DOFs objects gnpper pipette

translation xA(f)> Ya(0, za(0 xG(t), zG(t) yP(t), zP(t)

rotation <PaW. 'PrW <Pc(0 -

Tab. 5.3: Actuatedjointparameters
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o.q, <Xp = const

Fig. 5.4: Relationship of different arm coordinate systems (Abalone A,

Gripper G, Pipette P) to the base frame W.

The homogenous transformation [Craig89] aT mapping the object carrier base

A into the world coordinate system W (fig. 5.4) is calculated according to eq. 5.1:

W

AT = Trans[r^] • Rot[zw, <?A] • Rot[xA, cpr]

SA CACT CAST rAy

\j J '7-1 C T^

0 0 0

'Az

1

(5.1)

where rA = (rA, rA , rA y is the A-system's time-variant distance from the

global origin W and cA = cos^^), sA = sin((pA), cT = cos(cpT), etc. Analogously,
the transformations for the frames G and P are given by eq. 5.2 and eq. 5.3,

respectively, with cG = cos(<pG), caG = cos(aG), caP = cos(aP), etc.
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W,
GT = Trans[rG] • Rotty^,, -(pG] • Rot xG, aG + -

CG ~sGcaG sGsaG rGx

0 ''aG ~caG rGy

SG cGcaG ~cGsaG rGz

(5.2)

w,

pT = Trans[rp] Rot
n

aP+2

'Px
1 0

0 ~saP caP rPy
0 ~caP ~saP rPz

0 0 0 1

(5.3)

Relative to the tools, the position of the object to be handled can then be calcu¬

lated by using the transformation sequences

n w -l w

AT = "T -AT (gripper, 6 DOFs) (5.4)

p w _i w

AT = PT AT (pipette, 5 DOFs). (5.5)

For hand-in-hand operations the pipette has to be moved relative to the gripper (4

DOFs) according to

G
_

w -1 W

P1 ~ G1
'

P1 • (5.6)

Based on these transformations, the different Jacobians can easily be obtained

according to [CRAIG89]. In this 3-arm configuration, singularities are encoun¬

tered only at (pA = 90° for the system "object-gripper" (A —» G). The degree of

redundancy is 2 for A -> G (x, z) and A -> P (y, z), and 1 between the tools

themselves (z).
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5.3 Experiments and Benchmark Tests

5.3.1 Microhandling Operations

The performance of our system has been demonstrated with several microopera-
tions. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the results of 2D and 3D pick-and-place operations tele-

operated via the user interface (cf. fig. 2.2, teleoperation loop). Pyramidal and

planar structures consisting of metallic balls with a diameter of 200 pm were

assembled on a flat silicon substrate.

Fig. 5.5: Benchmark tests: (a) 2D (grid) and 3D (pyramidal) structures

assembled with metallic balls, (b) assembly of a planetary gear

using hand-in-hand operation between tweezer and pipette.

The robot is also able to perform hand-in-hand operations, i.e., to use its tools

simultaneously in order to solve complex handling tasks. Examples are large
rotations, grasping from a side that is not accessible in one attempt or increasing
the handling force. Such an application is shown in fig. 5.5 (b): A 200 pm-diam-
eter shaft of a planetary gear was orientated with the help of both tweezer and

pipette. Subsequently, the axle was inserted into its seat. Except for pressing the

bearing's cap into its seat, which requires high forces, all assembly steps could be

executed successfully with the nanorobot. Similarly, we assembled a micro ball

bearing and mounted a 80 pm-sized glass sphere on top of an AFM cantilever,
which was required to measure large-area adhesion forces [Voegeli97].

3D-pyramid

200 pm

pipette
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Experiments and Benchmark Tests

On even substrates the accuracy of contact manipulations is limited to about

10 pm, which is mainly determined by sticking problems during the place

sequence (cf. section 5.1.3). Due to the significant adhesion at the contact

between tool and object [Fearing95b], it is extremely difficult to release the

objects exactly at the desired location. Given an ideal tool, i.e., without adhesion,

the operator would be able to place microparts with an accuracy of about 2 pm,

which is motivated by the diffraction limit of the employed microscope.

5.3.2 Sensor Guided Positioning

The aforementioned lower boundary for accuracy in teleoperation (2 pm) is far

poorer than the resolution of the manipulator (< 10 nm). However, we can take

full advantage of the mechanical resolution by directly measuring the robot's

position using computational vision (cf. section 2.4).

Fig. 5.6: xy<pz-trajectories ofthe nanorobot: (a) open loop with inaccu¬

rate starting position and orientation, (b) closed loop control

using visualfeedback (from [PAPPAS97JJ.

Fig. 5.6 presents a test trajectory executed with Abalone. In open loop mode we

notice a large deviation from the desired path (a). The error contains a systematic

part due to inaccurate knowledge of the system and a random part. As soon as the

adaptive vision feedback loop is closed (cf. fig. 2.2, automation loop), the sys¬

tematic part is compensated depending on the specified value for the path follow¬

ing error (b). If this tolerance is reduced at die end of the motion, Abalone is able

to meet the goal position with an accuracy better than 50 nm [PAPPAS97]. Laser

interferometrical tests with one DOF yielded a closed loop accuracy even better

than 10 nm [BUECHI96].
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System Integration

5.4 Proposal of an Improved Design

Although the microscopic constraints (cf. table 5.1) are satisfied, the prototype

configuration is not optimal due to the following shortcomings
• Changing the microscope's plane of focus requires the actuation of two

(or more) DOFs, which detrimentally affects the tool-object relation.

• The objects can be positioned relative to the tool (pipette) in 5 DOFs

only.
• The micrometer stages limit the resolution in the z-direction to 1 pm.
• The nanorobot is not SEM compatible due to the large micrometer stages

and the magnetic field emission of the DC-motors

Because of these problems we propose an improved design, as sketched in

fig. 5.7. Here, the emphasis is laid on an optimal one-tool operation rather than

on a multiple-tool environment

The main modification compared to the first setup (cf. section 5.2.2) is the intro¬

duction of an adjustment stage, on top of which the actual micromanipulator is

mounted. It allows one to change the visible region of the workspace without

affecting the object-tool relation. This additional xyz-stage only serves for obser¬

vation purposes (cf. optical constraints, table 5.1), but not to perform precise
movements. Thus, a resolution of about 10 pm is sufficient. This can be realized,

for example, by using cheap micrometer drives.

The large, slow, and low-resolution micrometer-driven tool carriers in the manip¬
ulator are exchanged for NanoPod (section 4.3) which is driven by three Inch-

worm motors [BURLEIGH95]. The result is a mechanism able to move the tool

relative to the microparts lying on top of Abalone / TableCrab (cf. section 4.2 &

section 3.3.3) arbitrarily in 6 DOF with nm/prad-resolution. Since the rotational

range of each single joint is restricted to 20-40°, we have chosen a redundant

setup with a large stroke consisting of NanoPod and TableCrab. If an even wider

tilt range is required, a supplementary 360°-axis, e.g. NanoCrab (cf. section

3.3.3), could be mounted between the mobile platform of NanoPod and the tool.

In addition to the increased flexibility, this design is much smaller and more com¬

pact compared to the first one. If the adjustment stage is actuated by non-electro¬

magnetic drives such as ultrasonic motors, it is possible to run the nanorobot

inside an SEM.
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Summary

Fig. 5.7: Sketch ofthe improved nanorobot design.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the combination of mechanisms presented earlier in

section 3 and section 4 to a manipulator with 6 DOFs. Design rules satisfying the

micromanipulation constraints were elaborated in order to render a systematic

development of powerful mechanisms possible. In a prototype configuration,

Abalone, TableCrab, NanoCrab, and additional micrometer screw drives formed

a nanorobot system working under a stereo light microscope. We demonstrated

the possibility of performing operations, such as pick-and-place and assembly

tasks. Using vision feedback we were able to control the robot's position with an

accuracy better than 50 nm.
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System Integration

Having learned from the drawbacks of the first design, we proposed a manipula¬
tor with an improved kinematic structure dedicated to 6-DOF microoperations in

an SEM environment.
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Conclusions

Previous research has shown, how important dealing with microparts is and will

be in engineering, biology or medicine. In the treatment of particles, a crucial

task is positioning. Special tools which allow a suitable interaction with the

microworld are required. The aim of this thesis is therefore to develop compact

and reliable mechanisms which are able to perform basic positioning tasks. The

actual work must be considered as an integral part of the Nanorobotics project at

the ETH Zurich (cf. section 2.4) and is thus strongly connected to the research of

die partners.

6.1 Contributions

Different problems had to be solved during the design of a sophisticated microro¬

bot. The principal contributions are outlined in the following section. Their inter¬

connections to each other are displayed graphically in fig. 6.1.

6.1.1 Actuation Principles

We have selected piezo-driven stepping principles for the actuation of the micro-

robot (fig. 6.1,1) due to mechanical simplicity and a large ratio between working

range and resolution. For both the crawling and the inertial principle, a mathe¬

matical model was derived, which relied on rigid bodies and elastic actuators.
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contribution of

partners in the ETHZ i

NanoRobotics project

Fig. 6.1: Contributions of this work to micromanipulation

Based on these, the mechanisms and their control algorithms were optimized for

repeatability, load capacity and dynamic response. Experiments proved the feasi¬

bility of our approach and demonstrated the potential of stepping drives for

micropositioning. The contributions of this part can be summarized as follows:

Crawling Drive

• We found the optimum stepping frequency which yields a maximum rough

positioning velocity. However, if high repeatability is the main goal, the

crawler has to be driven at a reduced rate.

• There is an optimum clamping force, which has to be adjusted according to

the load force and the desired stepping frequency.
• Despite the presence of static friction, it was possible to control the position

with an accuracy better than 10 nm in fine positioning mode. By dividing the

motion in a stepping phase, a local mode, and a special switching sequence,
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Contributions

we were able to continuously expand this accuracy over a - theoretically -

infinite workspace.

Inertial Drive

• We derived a generalized model for the stepping behavior of the inertial drive

which considers the influences of elasticity, friction, arbitrary loads, and

preload forces, as well as amplitude, shape, and frequency of the input signal.
• An important result of this model is the explicit formulation of an optimum

frictional force. Using this approach, it is possible to adjust the preloading
force to a wide range of load forces.

• The effect of elasticity on the drive's performance was quantified and used to

define a lower limit for the driving voltage.
• The usefulness of the stick-slip principle, a special case of the inertial drive,

was demonstrated for a rotational motor. As well as a high resolution, this

motor also has an extremely small runout.

Although, the stepping drives investigated in this thesis are highly sensitive to

external forces, they are capable of positioning "heavy" loads extremely accurate

if sensor feedback is employed.

6.1.2 Multi-DOF Mechanisms

Due to the drawbacks of conventional robot structures, i.e. friction, play, and

compliance we selected flexible parallel structures for the design of multi-DOF

mechanisms (fig. 6.1, 2). Our contribution consists in the investigation of two

complementary microstages with three DOFs: Abalone - a planar piezo-driven

platform relying on the inertial principle, and NanoPod - a spatial mechanism

with high resolution using crawling drives (fig. 6.1, 3).

Abalone

• Abalone can be positioned with good repeatability and a resolution in the

nanometer range. Its working range is limited by the size of the - passive -

tread only.
• It was shown that operating the inertial mechanism with a voltage wave form

having a spectrum cut off below the first resonance frequency is able to

reduce disturbing vibrations to a great extent. At the same time, inertial
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motion was still possible, however with a reduced step size. FEM simulation

and experiments indicated that the resonances begin at about 1.2 kHz.

• Abalone's performance, in particular the path following behavior, is highly
sensitive to external loads, such as inclinations of the tread's surface. Further,

off-center rotations show significant translational shifts and noise. Hence,

high precision movements over long distances can be performed only with

the help of sensor feedback.

NanoPod

• Thanks to the use of distributed flexible structures, NanoPod's working range

is more than one order of magnitude larger than similar mechanisms using
discrete flexible joints.

• Undesirable lateral displacements were minimized by geometrical optimiza¬
tion of the strucfiire. Further improvement could be achieved with additional

compensation actuators.

• The lack of static friction and the use of piezoelectric actuators rendered

local 3D-positioning with nm-resolution possible.
• We proposed an additional lateral stiffening structure which augments the

mechanism's low transversal stiffness.

6.1.3 Micromanipulation System

The knowledge gained during this work, as well as the results from the other

partners in the project were used to design and build a prototype NanoRobot sys¬

tem (fig. 6.1, 4). In this context, our contribution is the design and implementa¬
tion of the manipulator and the execution of basic experiments (fig. 6.1, 5).

Design

The stereo light microscope environment strongly determined the design of a first

prototype of die nanorobot as follows:

• Due to the limited accessibility of the workspace, but also because of the lack

of general purpose instruments, we integrated two different tools into the

robot: A thermally actuated tweezer [Greitmann95] and a vacuum tool

based on a glass pipette [ZESCH97].
• The manipulator is a multi-arm setup containing an object carrier and two

tool carriers.
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Outlook

• We equipped the robot with redundant actuation in order to satisfy the optical
constraints given from the microscope.

Having learned from the insufficiencies of the first configuration in microhan¬

dling experiments, we proposed a manipulator with an improved kinematic struc¬

ture. It is better adapted to the microscopic environment and should facilitate 6-

DOF microoperation. Additionally, it is able to work under an electron micro¬

scope, since it utilizes only piezoelectric actuators and has a size of about 1 dm
.

Experiments

We have demonstrated the possibility of performing teleoperative microhandling

operations, such as pick-and-place and microassembly. Furthermore, a vision

feedback controller has been implemented which allows for positioning of

objects with an accuracy of about 50 nm [PAPPAS97]. With this system, we were

able to automate specific tasks such as following a given spatial trajectory.

6.2 Outlook

It was not possible, of course, to solve all problems in the field of microposition¬

ing within this thesis. Some of the potential extensions have already been dis¬

cussed in the corresponding chapters. These are:

Stepping Principles and Mechanims

• The effect of different materials or surface roughness on the performance of

stepping drives have been mentioned only briefly. It is expected, that an adap¬
tation of the frictional contact properties could improve the performance of

these mechanisms, e.g., die load capacity.
• Methods of active or passive damping could significantly reduce vibrations

or accelerations. This can be of interest at particular locations such as die

substrate which carries the microobjects or the tool tip.
• The cross talk between different DOFs in multi-directional stepping drives

has to be investigated further. A better model should contribute to a reduced

open-loop path following error, but also to a better closed-loop performance.
• As already mentioned by Buchi [Buecht96], a local feedback loop, able to

control the actuator's fine displacement at high speed and precisely, could

improve the stepper's performance significantly.
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Micromanipulation System

• For robust, user-friendly operation, the automation loop has to be closed for

objects and tools. Depending on the task, additional joint sensors, e.g. at the

piezo level, or local sensors, which measure contact forces or surface poten¬

tials, could be integrated. These sensors are also suitable to provide the

human operator with additional information in the teleoperation mode.

• To achieve a better resolution of the global vision sensor, the manipulator has

to work under a SEM. Our robot is well suited for that environment, i.e., it is

compatible with vacuum conditions and does not impair the electron beam of

the microscope. Also, it is small enough to fit into the cavity of a SEM.

• As a next step, simple tasks such as sensor guided grasping and placing, as

well as primitive assembly tasks have to be automated. The fundamentals of

hand-in-hand operation have to be studied for more complex skills. As a con¬

sequence, the interface has to be adapted to transmit the "higher" level com¬

mands specified by the operator.
• In addition to a microhandling system, further infrastructure, such as micro-

part suspenders, transportation devices, etc. are required to configure a fabri¬

cation line and to connect the microassembly stations to the macro world.

Further Applications (fig. 6.1, 6)

Apart from the primary goal of handling microobjects, single components of the

robot are suitable to work under a high resolution microscope. Abalone, for

instance, offers a compact design with short kinematic chains and is not difficult

to control. It is an effective means for positioning objects under a SEM, either

with teleoperation or computer vision feedback. Another perspective is the com¬

bination of Abalone with local probe microscopes to scan a large specimen in its

entirety while at the same time retaining atomic resolution.
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Appendix

A Model of the Friction

A central issue in high resolution positioning is friction, more specifically, static

friction or stiction. In contrast to the atomic scale [ISRAELACH95], at macro¬

scopic contacts, the friction is almost independent of the size of the contact sur¬

face and approximately proportional to the normal force FN (perpendicular to the

surface). As illustrated in fig. A.l, the friction-velocity characteristic basically
consists of four regions.

frictional forcef7.

velocity x

[Tj static friction

[2] dry friction

[3] combined (Stribeck) friction

[4] viscous (Newton) friction

iy-x) = -f^x)

Fig. A.l: Different regimes offriction [ARMSTRONG91]
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It can be approximated as

F[l=sgn{x) (FK + FS e"lx/x?l) + Fv x <t= x # 0

with xs the limit velocity between dry and viscous friction

(Al)

Lubricated beanngs normally work in the viscous domain (4) or - during the

start-up phase and at reduced speed - in the Stribeck section (3) Conversely in

micropositioning systems, the velocities are very small and/or there is hardly any

lubricant involved Therefore, precision displacements normally take place in the

static (1) and dry (2) friction regime F^0, Fk and Fs are approximately propor¬

tional to the normal force FN [ARMSTRONG91] Thus, for small velocities, eq

A 1 can be simplified to the well known Coulomb relation It is basically divided

into two sections, le, static friction (x = 0) and kinetic friction (x^O) as

expressed in eq A 2

F*

Fu = V = sgnW fn H\
n^ r 1**0

|Fu| = *p Ax^Fli0 = FN Uo|
n

ix = 0

(A 2)

Herein, p0 denotes the static and p^ the kinetic coefficient of faction At zero

velocity the frictional contact behaves as a spring with an elasticity k„ originating

from local material deformation Ax

Together with a compliant drive train faction causes the stick slip effect This

phenomenon is characterized by a chaotic switching between static and kinetic

friction at low velocities It is responsible for the limitation in resolution and

accuracy in many technical instruments and can even lead to control instabilities

[ARMSTRONG91 ]
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Piezoelectric Actuation

B Piezoelectric Actuation

B.l Piezoelectricity

The piezoelectric effect provides a direct method of converting mechanical

energy into electrical energy or vice versa. It occurs in special anisotropic, polar¬
ized ceramics and certain polymers (cf. table B.l). The effect is reversible and is

therefore suited for both sensors and actuators.

z=3

x=l
y=2

HE^

yz=4

Polarization

Fig. B.l: Definition of indices ofa polarized ceramic crystal

In order to model the mechanical-electrical characteristics of a piezoelectric
material a standard indexing for the translational (1...3) and the shear (4...6)
directions is used, as shown in fig. B.l. The actuator can roughly be modeled as a

linear transformer between an applied electric field Et and the deformation 5,-:

= djrEr (B.l)

Notice that in practice, effects such as hysteresis, creep and ageing cause devia¬

tions from the ideal linear behavior (cf. eq. B.3) of up to 10%.

Further, the piezo can be treated as an elastic spring. For a constant electric field

the relationship between deformation Sj and mechanical stress Tt is given by

SJ =

Ji
(B.2)

Typical values of charge constants djt and elastic constants Sjt for some typical

piezoelectric materials are shown in table B.l. For discrete actuators of length /

the relation between the voltage Vt acting along the direction i and the displace¬
ment Alj parallel to the direction; is given by
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Al. l-S. 5;
-^

=
}-
= J. = d.., (B.3)

V. l-E. Et J*
K '

which is independent of the length /. If it is clear from the context, we abbreviate

dji by d. The piezo constant d can be increased with a stack design, i.e., the active

material is divided into n layers of a thickness of X, = l/n. The single slices are

operated electrically in parallel but mechanically in series [Bauer94]. The result

is a piezo constant dstack increased by a factor of n compared to d of the bulk

design.

The characteristics of some commonly used piezo-electric materials are outlined

in table B.l. Both PXE52 and PXE71 are sintered lead-zirconate-titanate ceram¬

ics generating longitudinal/transversal and shear displacements, respectively,
whereas PVDF is a representative of the less effective piezoelectric polymers.

mode parameter unit

ceramics polymer

PXE52 PXE71 PVDF

longitudinal ^33 10"12 m/V 580 ~0 17.5

transversal rf3l 1012m/V -270 -147 6.5

shear d15 10'12m/V 0 500 ~0

longitudinal •*33 10"12 m2/N 16.0 15.0 400

transversal s31 1042 m2/N 20.0 ~0 400

shear '15 1012 m2/N ~0 38.0 ~0

Tab. B.l: Charge constants djt and elastic constants Sj, for different materials.

The shaded boxes indicate the corresponding mode of operation.

B.2 Dynamical Model of the Piezoelectric Actuator

The dynamical behavior of a piezoelectric actuator can be modeled with a mass-

spring system and an articulated joint controlled by a voltage V, as shown in

fig. B.2. Notice that we do not model the characteristic of the electrical circuit,
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Piezoelectric Actuation

which is coupled the mechanic system This is permissible if we assume a volt¬

age supply with a low output resistance, e g ,
a power amplifier

a) b) Xp

mp

^ff*

FP FP

Wvv

Fig. B.2: (a) Piezo-electric actuator loaded w ith a mass m^ and a load

force FL,(b) its mathematical model

To obtain a discrete model, we virtually distnbute the piezo mass mP to its ends

This yields a mass m in the modell according to

mL +
T

(B4)

The actuator can be considered as a serial arrangement of an ideal actuator with a

displacement (cf eq B 3)

xp
= d V

and a spring-damper system which can be modeled by

Fp - kp xgl + dp xel

(B5)

(B6)

Herein, FP is the force in the actuator, kP and dp its stiffness and coefficient of

damping, respectively, and x, = x -

xp the elastic deformation

Inserting eq B 5 and eq B 6 into the equation of motion mx = -F, - Fp, we

can finally write the dynamic equation for the position of the mass x

m x + dp x + kp x - -F, + d(kp V + dp V) (B7)

This model has been used to derive the equations for the stepping drives dis¬

cussed in chapter 3
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C FEM Model of Abalone

This section presents an FEM model of Abalone [ROMI97] implemented in

ANSYS® [ANSYS95]. Its shape and data are shown in fig. C.l and table C.l,

respectively. The numerical results obtained in both static and dynamic analysis
are verified with measurements using speckle interferometry (Spl) and scanning
laser interferometry (SLI).

element type SOLID95

(Quad, 20 nodes)

number of

elements

nodes

DOFs

4044

23903

71709

wave front 3167

Tab. C.l: Model type & size

,H

%u

Fig. C.l: 3D-modell ofAbalone

C.l Static Analysis

The static analysis aimed at investigating Abalone's local kinematics, its stiffness

and the stress distribution.

Kinematics

Fig. C.2 shows a comparison of FEM and Spl-measurement for a voltage of

100 V at all three piezo actuators, i.e., pure rotation of Abalone. In both pictures
Abalone's inner platform stays at its position. On the outer platform we observe

parallel, equally distributed stripes, which indicate a z-rotation without any

deformation of the frame. In agreement with the mechanical model, the maxi¬

mum displacement (bottom of the picture) results in about 10 pm. In the resulting
images one stripe indicates a displacement difference of sx = 2.207 / 1.003 pm in

x-direction.
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sx = 2 207 pm sx = 1 003 pm

Fig. C.2: Rotation about the z-axis (bottom view), x-displacements cal¬

culated with FEM (a) and measured with Spl (b).

As with the rotational case, experiments with translational displacements showed

that almost all deformation takes place in the three actuation structures and the

elastic pivots. This justifies our static model which relies on two rigid frames.

Fig. C.3 presents a close up view of such a region. Notice the large strain, i.e., the

high line density, in the vertical section of the preloading structure.

Fig. C.3: Deformation (x-displacement) ofthe preloaded actuator dur¬

ing pure rotation, (a) FEM, displacement scaling 75 X
, (b) Spl.
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Stress analysis

In fig. C.4, the (von Mises) stress is drawn for the piezo's maximum elongation

(~ 5 pm at V = 100 V). As expected, the maximum stress occurs at the inside of

the of the preloading beam's junction into the bulk structure. Compared to the

titanium's static and dynamic strength, of 890 and 560 N/mm
, respectively, this

value is uncritical and therefore, should not cause problems of fatigue.
ELEMENT SOLUTION

Fig. C.4: Von-Mises stress in the preloaded actuator at Aq = 5 pm

C.2 Dynamic Analysis

Due to their physical principle, inertial drives cause vibrations. With the follow¬

ing dynamic analysis we evaluated Abalone's principal vibration modes and the

corresponding frequencies, exhibited in fig. C.5.

It is important to see, that the first three eigen modes (fig. C.5, 1-3) are out-of-

plane vibrations. In these modes, both platforms remain more or less unde¬

formed, as with the static case. Thus, a simplified mechanical model, i.e., a two-

mass system consisting of two rigid frames connected by three 3D-springs (actu¬

ators) could be used to investigate Abalone's low frequency behavior. Subsequent
to these rigid frame modes, Abalone is subject to planar bending vibrations of the

outer platform (fig. C.5, 4 & 5).

A comparison with LI measurements (cf. fig. 4.16) yielded a maximum fre¬

quency deviation between simulation and reality of less than 13%. The deforma¬

tion shape itself was explored by SLL As an example for the good qualitative
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agreement, fig C 6 shows the analysis of 4th mode at/= 2980 Hz (3104 Hz in

simulation)

"ngid frame' modes

0) ,.:;:-;.

\ \

cb
\ \

\ \

w-= ^

—---a*

2275 Hz

frame bending modes

v

\ N

2281Hz

l x.

N V

>r<

2860 Hz

y

\\ it'
v

ft

3104 Hz

— undeformed

shape

3112 Hz

Fig. C.5: Abalone's five principal vibration modes

a)

Fig. C.6: SLI measurement of Abalone's 4th mode (2980 Hz), a) con¬

tour image, b) 3D amplitude plot
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Fig. E.l: Diamond crystals precisely arranged with the nanorobot

indicating the END of this thesis.
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